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1 ANNEX 1: POLICY OPTIONS 

This Annex summarises some of the early discussion in the impact assessment concerning 

the identification and review of policy options. 

1.1 Initial Ideas for Policy Options 

The following policy options were set out in the Terms of Reference: 

Option 1: Business as Usual (no energy labelling of tyres) - The "do nothing" option 

provides the baseline for the impact assessment study. Note that since we are looking at 

potential impacts in 2012 (the date for the achieving the target reductions in CO2 emissions 

from passenger cars), account should be taken of trends in rolling resistance over this 

period without any of the policy interventions described below. This option includes 

measures brought forward by DG Enterprise for type approval legislation for passenger and 

goods vehicles for advanced safety features and tyres
1
, which includes proposed minimum 

standards for rolling resistance, as well as new tyre noise standards. 

Option 2: Use existing policy measures and/or voluntary agreements to promote 

energy efficient tyres – This policy option should take into account the existing strategy to 

reduce CO2 emissions from passenger cars and light-commercial vehicles. Furthermore, 

other relevant legislation and voluntary agreements for promoting energy efficient tyres 

should be identified and evaluated. This should for example, include an evaluation of 

extending the scope of Directive 92/75/EEC
2
 on energy efficiency labelling beyond 

household appliances to cover tyres, or the setting of compulsory minimum standards for 

rolling resistance (beyond those set out as part of type approval legislation). 

Option 3: Create new legislation for labelling of tyres – This policy option implies an 

evaluation of developing specific Community legislation on energy labelling of tyres. This 

will include an evaluation of the costs and benefits of this policy option, also identifying 

possible solutions for a feasible implementation. 

Option 4: Create new voluntary agreements with tyre manufacturers and/or self 

regulation to promote energy efficient tyres – This policy option implies an evaluation of 

establishing voluntary agreements with tyre manufactures in order to achieve the policy 

objective. 

These options were further developed and informed by the need to consider: 

 The possible need for alternative or complementary measures to labelling 

recognising the need to influence vehicle producers in the choice of OE; and the 

limited exposure of customers to labelling information when purchasing tyres 

 In some cases the policy instrument might be implemented through regulation or 

as a voluntary measure. 

In the light of discussion during the Inception phase the following options were suggested 

for examination in the replacement tyre market for categories C1, C2, C3 (considering 

where appropriate and relevant retreading): 

 use of labelling, and assessment of its effectiveness depending on options for the 

detailed design of the scheme (such as combination with vehicle labelling) 

 public procurement rules and legislation,  

 more stringent minimum standards (maximum RR) 

                                                      
1
 The future proposal for a Regulation on general safety of motor vehicles (COM(2008)316) 

2
 European Legislation relating to Domestic Appliances 
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 economic instruments including a bonus for LRRT when assessing the CO2 

emissions of a certain vehicle  

The implementation method (existing legislation, new legislation or voluntary agreements) 

were considered as part of the feasibility and administrative cost of each of the options. 

Options were developed further, see below. 

1.2 Labelling of Tyres 

Several countries in the world and member states in the EU have adopted labelling 

schemes for appliances or products fulfilling certain criteria. These schemes are designed 

to encourage manufacturers to design environmentally sound products and to inform and 

motivate consumers to purchase these products. Existing labelling schemes include: 

Eco-label Coverage 

EU ecol-label EU + Norway, Liechtenstein, Iceland 

Nordic Swan Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Finland 

Good environmental choice Sweden 

Blue Angel Germany 

NF Environment France 

Stichting Mileukeur Netherlands 

Umweltzeichen Baume Austria 

AENOR Medio Ambiente Spain 

Green Seal programme  USA 

Environmental Choice Canada 

Eco-Mark Japan 

Labelling of tyres would potentially give vehicle producers and vehicle owners additional 

information when choosing a tyre. Given the various performance characteristics of a tyre in 

addition to rolling resistance (safety / grip, noise, durability) a label could include a range of 

information. As a minimum the label would contain information on rolling resistance and 

minimum requirements on grip, The effectiveness will depend on the clarity of the 

information, the reach to target audiences and the associated costs of selecting LRRT 

when more expensive than the preferred tyre, and availability. Reach of a scheme will 

depend on the target actor. In the case of OE it is clearly the vehicle manufacturer. In the 

case of replacements, the target comprises a wide range of wholesale and retail distributors 

as well as individual consumers. Given the importance of the distribution chain and the fact 

that some vehicle owners never see the tyres before they are fitted, the ability to influence 

the distributors / retailers will be critical. In this context it is important to recognise that the 

labelling scheme includes the provision of comparable data across the tyre market in the 

form of accessible databases as well as the official labels on tyres and associated 

advertising and promotional materials. 

The option is designed to promote LRRT as a means to improve vehicle fuel efficiency; in 

which case the label might indicate the fuel savings rather than more technical information 

on rolling resistance. This in turn raises the question of whether the information on the OE 

tyre might be contained within the new vehicle fuel efficiency label. The question of whether 

a label covering a range of parameters such as the Nordic eco-label
3
 for tyres, that provides 

information on environmental properties including RR, safety, durability and the use and 

care of the tyre, should be a model or one more directly focused on RR, also needs to be 

considered. 

The label must also address the purchase of van (C2) and truck (C3) tyres where the 

choice is made more by vehicle fleet managers and businesses and public organisations 

than by individual consumers. Again the complexity of vehicle leasing and lease company 

decisions will need to be taken into account. 

                                                      
3
 Nordic Ecolabelling of Vehicle Tyres (version 2.3, 6 June 2001 – 30 June 2009).  
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1.3 Public Procurement 

Public procurement provides the opportunity to stimulate the market in alternative more fuel 

efficient vehicle technologies and fuels by creating economies of scale for manufacturers 

and thereby reducing the costs of production.  

In the case of LRRT the option might be to ensure that existing „green‟ public procurement 

initiatives in support of more fuel efficient vehicles include LRRT tyres as part of the 

specification. Since the public sector purchase of tyres is likely to be a small share of the 

market, public procurement is likely to be an option used in support of other options.  

1.4 (Increased) Minimum Standards  

The market would be altered in favour of LRRT were minimum standards on RR to be 

introduced. The impact would obviously depend on the standard used; and whether a single 

minimum standard applied to all tyres or by tyre class. The latter would seem preferable to 

ensure a closer fit to market choice. Issues include the level of the standard, the time 

allowed for producers to comply and the availability of alternatives. Of course the standard 

would guarantee a market shift, depending on the level chosen; although it may result in 

consumer choice that inadvertently selected tyres with lower grip, unless there was a 

companion standard for the levels of grip allowed. However, since minimum standards are 

proposed as part of the DG Enterprise type approval proposals, including a more stringent 

set of proposals, we have not included this option in the impact assessment, but rather 

incorporated it explicitly in the reference case. 

The minimum standard in the reference case is assumed to complement the other options. 

For example a minimum standard could support the use of labelling by ensuring that the 

average level of RR in the market was lower than it would otherwise be (the lower the RR 

level, the more fuel efficient). A minimum standard used with labelling would also overcome 

the problems of potentially encouraging the choice of lower grip tyres.  

1.5 Economic Instruments 

The use of economic instruments has the advantage of a direct and guaranteed incentive 

on consumers to favour LRRT; either by increasing the cost of tyres with higher RR or 

providing a rebate for tyres with lower RR. On the basis of the polluter pays principle, the 

externality cost from the use of high compared to low RR tyres could be used as the basis 

for a tax on higher RR tyres. The tax might be set to be revenue neutral such that rebates 

offset tax revenue but would be administratively complex. 

As with a minimum standard one effect of an economic instrument might be to encourage 

the choice of tyres with a lower grip. Tax revenues could be used to finance a labelling 

scheme designed to explain and support the tax whilst providing information on grip. The 

option might also be used to complement a labelling scheme by providing a tax incentive 

(e.g. through reduced VAT rates) for tyres in bands with the lowest RR. 

1.6 Voluntary Agreement 

All the previous options would require some form of legislation (unless the labelling was 

only voluntary, in which case there would be concerns over its effectiveness). An alternative 

option is to agree with tyre producers the gradual withdrawal of higher RR tyres from the 

EU market in a selective way to minimise the risk that consumers would switch to lower grip 

tyres. The agreement could be underpinned by the threat of a tax or a minimum standard 

were progress not to be made. 

The high level of industrial concentration in the EU market together with the high brand 

choice available suggests that the option could be feasible; although a failure of one of the 

larger producers to participate would jeopardise the scheme. Conversely, the increasing 

share of the EU tyre market taken by imports suggests that non-EU producers would need 

to be a part increasing the cost, complexity and political sensitivity of the option. The 

effectiveness would obviously depend on the scale and speed of withdrawal. 
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1.7 IEA Workshop on Energy Efficient Tyres 

Finally, we briefly review the options against the main points arising from the IEA Workshop 

held in Paris in 2005. The meeting discussed the technical issues and policy responses. 

Key points made in relation to policies are summarised in Table 5.1. No reference was 

made to economic instruments or voluntary agreements. 

Table 5.1: Comments on Policy Options from the IEA Workshop, 2005 

Policy 

Option 

Comment from IEA Workshop 

Labelling Several different labelling schemes for tyres were proposed, explored 

and demonstrated to be technically feasible. A labelling scheme is 

attractive because it addresses the market failure arising from lack of 

information to the consumer. Manufacturers noted that individual 

efforts to label rolling resistance had been ineffective, perhaps because 

consumers preferred a third party labelling system or perhaps because 

consumers considered fuel efficiency a low priority. For maximum 

effect, a label needs to take into account other features of the tyres and 

be linked to new or existing regulations 

Public 

Procurement 

Savings from low rolling resistance tyres may justify a procurement 

specification by government agencies. Government procurement 

specifications can have an enormous impact on the market because 

the government is typically the largest customer in a country. 

Furthermore, the impact may be amplified because the national 

specifications are often adopted by local governments 

The Federal Energy Management Program (inside the U.S. 

Department of Energy) plans to work with the General Services 

Administration and the Defence Logistics Agency -- the U.S. Federal 

government's two major supply agencies -- to evaluate current 

specifications and consider new ones 

Minimum 

Standards 

Some manufacturers supported establishing mandatory efficiency 

levels (that is, maximum rolling resistance) for tyres. A mandatory 

programme would create a level playing field for all manufacturers. 

California will soon require tyre manufacturers to report rolling 

resistances of replacement tyres sold in that state. Based on a review 

of these and other data, California may establish minimum efficiencies 

for replacement tyres. Other states in the United States are likely to 

follow California‟s example. The European Union and Canada are also 

investigating policy options 

Source: Summary of IEA Workshop Proceedings, 2005 

1.8 Assessment of Policy Options 

Before undertaking a more detailed impact analysis, we have broadly examined each policy 

option to understand its rationality and key attributes. The following set of questions has 

been addressed for each policy option: 

 The problem - Does the option address the problem? Does it address the other 

issues which also need to be considered? 
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 The objectives - How does the option meet the policy objectives? Do the options 

cover the main measures to provide the anticipated effects? Are the anticipated 

effects measurable?  

 The evolution and context - What is the context (national and EU level; policy and 

practice) within which the option will operate? Has it been tested before? (e.g. pilot 

projects, other labelling initiatives, in other countries).  

 The activities – Are the appropriate institutional arrangements in place for the 

option to be delivered (legislation, technical and administrative capacity, etc.) 

 The outcomes - What results and outcomes are expected from the option? Why 

would these be expected to follow from the activities and outputs?  

The assessment was based on detailed interviews with trade associations and tyre 

producers as well as detailed examination of the relevant commercial and technical 

literature and discussion with members of the steering committee to help articulate the 

underlying assumptions for each of the policy options above. The results are reported in the 

main report (Section 4.0). The process suggested useful combinations of different options 

as well as suggesting the deletion of certain options 

Based on the initial assessment the following options and combination of options were 

proposed for detailed impact assessment, based on their introduction in 2012: 

1. Option A – Reference case: No new EU actions after the proposed regulation – tyre 

evolution and market take-up under existing drivers (including the Proposal for a 

Regulation on general safety of motor vehicles (COM (2008)316) which includes 

minimum standards for rolling resistance introduced over a period starting in 2012. This 

option will take into account current type approval (TA) legislation setting mandatory 

standards for a given car and its component to be sold on the EU market
4
.   

2. Labelling: Based on a relative or equivalent grading scheme such that consumers may 

objectively compare tyres performances. . The possibility of a seven band grading, in 

the same format as the labelling scheme used for households appliances (Directive 

1992/75/EC), based on a 1kg/t bandwidth is apparently feasible under the current draft 

ISO 28580 guidelines for RR testing. The precision of the testing methods is discussed 

in section 7. By 2012 the limit on wet grip will be at 110 wet grip index. For C2/C3 tyres 

no wet grip labelling is assumed because of the lack of available standard reference 

tyre testing (more in section 7). There is no SRTT available for commercial vehicles and 

trucks and buses. The labelling variants being considered are: 

 Option B:  Single criteria labelling scheme for C1 tyres (replacement tyre fitted on 

passenger cars, representing 68% of all tyre sales) on energy efficiency (RR) with 

limit values on other parameters (wet grip (safety) and rolling noise)    

 Option C: Multi-criteria labelling scheme for C1 replacement tyres, adoption of a 

labelling scheme which provides a grading on both RR and wet grip and possibly 

noise 

 Option D: Single criteria labelling scheme extended to C2 and C3 replacement 

tyres (respectively light and heavy duty vehicles) representing respectively 6% and 

5% of tyre sales.  

3. Option E: Economic instruments and public procurement. This option does not 

necessarily substitute other options but could complement energy labelling. 

a. Economic Instruments: Use of VAT Discounts in the Highest Band for rolling 

resistance with minimum standards for wet grip.  This based on the market 

                                                      
4
 See Directive 2004/17/EC which provides a framework for all requirements car producers have to comply with, 

including mandatory limits on pollutant emissions and tyres (Directive 92/23/EC) 
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transformation in the reference case already estimated, using the bands to 

indicate the distribution, not as the basis of energy labelling, and the price 

premium already calculated for single labelling (the VAT reduction option 

provides only an incentive to switch to tyres with lower RR, there is no incentive 

in relation to wet grip). 

b. Public Procurement: Use existing „green‟ public procurement initiatives to 

favour more fuel efficient vehicles and include LRRT as part of the 

specification. Public procurement provides the opportunity to accelerate market 

transformation towards LRRT by creating economies of scale for manufacturers 

and thereby reducing the costs of production. This option will look at the 

economic and environmental impact of the replacement tyres for the annual 

publically purchased fleet in Europe. 

 

1.9 Energy Labelling and Application to the OE and Replacement Market 

The review of policy options has considered their suitability for application to the choices 

made by vehicle producers when fitting tyres as original equipment (OE). ACEA have 

suggested that vehicle producers have detailed and extensive discussion with selected tyre 

producers (five tyre producers supply 95% of all OE tyres to vehicle producers) in the 

design of tyres as OE, and the specification of the tyre family for a given vehicle. Major 

influences on these discussions are the target market for the vehicles and hence the costs 

and vehicle design (including tyres), and the type approval (TA) process
5
 that vehicle 

manufactures are required to comply with which establishes standards for vehicle 

performance including vehicle fuel efficiency and related CO2 emissions. 

In the case of the vehicle design, this is guided by the market research conducted by the 

vehicle producers as to customer preferences. In some cases vehicles are marketed 

according to their environmental performance, and customers are offered choices including 

the fitting of more fuel efficient tyres. The option of sourcing such tyres would have been 

discussed with the tyre producers at the time of vehicle design. Customer preferences for 

fuel efficiency as identified by OEMs provide an incentive on OEMs to negotiate a lowering 

of rolling resistance. 

In the case of the Type Approval requirements for vehicles that address the fitting of tyres in 

the context of certified fuel efficiency (litres/kilometre), this is subject to a new proposal
6
. In 

summary, vehicle producers will be required, for the purposes of the TA testing, to fit the 

tyre with the worst (highest) level of rolling resistance of the family of tyres designed for the 

vehicle (or the second worst if there are more than three sizes of tyre in the family). To the 

extent that customers are influenced by the certified fuel efficiency of the vehicle, this will 

provide an incentive on OEMs to negotiate a lowering of rolling resistance with tyre 

producers.  

                                                      
5
 TA legislation establishes mandatory standards / minimum requirements for vehicles and their components 

(including tyres) to be sold on the EU market. Specific TA legislation on tyres is defined in Directive 92/23/CE and 
its amendments. The EC proposal for a regulation (COM (2008)316) on general safety of motor vehicles is 
intended to replace this Directive. 

6
 Under consideration for Euro 5 and 6 Regulation (EC) No 715/2007 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 20 June 2007 on type-approval of motor vehicles with respect to emissions from light passenger and 
commercial vehicles (Euro 5 and Euro 6) and on access to vehicle repair and maintenance information. 

„The choice of tyres shall be based on the expected coast down power or rolling resistance. Either the tyres 
expected to produce the highest coastdown power at 50km/h or the tyres with the highest rolling resistance shall 
be chosen... Rolling resistance shall be measured according to ISO 28580. If there are more than three sizes of 
tyre, the tyre with the second highest expected coastdown power at 50 km/h or second highest rolling resistance 
shall be chosen. The power absorption or rolling resistance characteristics of the tyres fitted to production 
vehicles shall reflect those of the tyres used for type-approval‟ Paragraph 4.1.2. of Appendix 3 to Annex 4 
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The market failure resulting from the absence of information that exists in the replacement 

tyre market is therefore less significant in the OE market. Energy labelling options will have 

a far less significant influence on OE market change given these other influences on vehicle 

producers although it is likely that use of energy labelling will be made by vehicle producers 

especially to support current sales offers around eco-friendly fittings. It is possible that 

policies which address market failure in the replacement market result in greater numbers 

of customers aware of fuel efficiency benefits, which is then reflected in the market 

research and weight given by customers to vehicle fuel efficiency and hence the design of 

OE tyres.  

In the light of the smaller market failure in the OE market, the impact assessment examines 

the effect of energy labelling options only on the replacement market. To the extent that 

there is an indirect influence on the OE market from greater customer awareness, this 

would be an argument for judging that a faster rather than slower pace of change in market 

transformation would be realised in due course. In the timescale of the impact assessment 

(2012-2020), given the time lags between changes in consumer preference and the design 

of new vehicles including tyre design, we have assumed that the energy labelling options 

will have no measureable effect on the OE market within this timescale. To the extent that 

there are OE market impacts, the impact assessment will provide an underestimate of the 

benefits of the energy labelling options.  

A standardised grading could thus have the following communication methods: stickers, 

posters, websites, catalogues and CD-ROMs. Even in the replacement market, a sticker 

would not be of significant use for the B2B market compared to the private car market 

(B2C). Fleet managers would just as well benefit from a central or publically available 

information for making purchasing decisions.  
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2 ANNEX 2: MARKET CONTEXT 

This Annex provides further background information on the nature of the EU tyre market 

and the distribution of tyre products. The intention is to supplement the data provided in the 

main report. 

2.1 Vehicle and Tyre Classes 

The tyre market is differentiated by vehicle class, C1, C2, C3 as well as by OE and 

replacement and winter/summer. 

The market for tyres needs to be differentiated by vehicle type since the tyre choices for 

any given vehicle producer / owner is set by the vehicle type. Tyre classes defined in 

Directive 92/23/EEC can be adopted. In general terms as defined in the proposal for a 

Regulation on general safety of motor vehicles (COM(2008)316), C1 tyres are used for 

passenger cars, C2 tyres are used for light commercial vehicles, and C3 tyres are used for 

heavy commercial vehicles (See Box 2.1).  

Box 2.1: Classification of Tyres 

C1, C2 and C3 tyres from the „Regulation Of The European Parliament and of The Council, concerning type-

approval requirements for the general safety of motor vehicles, COM (2008) 316’ refers to types of tyres classified 

according to the following classes: 

(a) Class C1 tyres - tyres intended for vehicles of category M1, O1 and O2; 

(b) Class C2 tyres - tyres intended for vehicles above 3.5t of category M2, M3, N, O3 and O4 with load capacity 

index in single formation ≤ 121 and speed category symbol ≥ „ N‟; 

(c) Class C3 tyres - tyres intended for vehicles above 3.5t of category M1, M2, M3, N2, N3, O3 and O4 with one of 

the following load capacity indices: 

(i) load capacity index in single formation ≤ 121 and speed category symbol ≤ „M‟; 

(ii) load capacity index in single formation ≥ 122. 

DIRECTIVE 2007/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 5 September 2007 

establishing a framework for the approval of motor vehicles and their trailers, and of systems, 

components and separate technical units intended for such vehicles 

A. DEFINITION OF VEHICLE CATEGORY 

Vehicle categories are defined according to the following classification: (Where reference is made to „maximum 

mass‟ in the following definitions, this means „technically permissible maximum laden mass‟ as specified in item 

2.8 of Annex I.) 

1. Category M: Motor vehicles with at least four wheels designed and constructed for the carriage of 

passengers. 

 Category M1: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of passengers and comprising no more 

than eight seats in addition to the driver‟s seat. 

 Category M2: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of passengers, comprising more than eight 

seats in addition to the driver‟s seat, and having a maximum mass not exceeding 5 tonnes. 

 Category M3: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of passengers, comprising more than eight 

seats in addition to the driver‟s seat, and having a maximum mass exceeding 5 tonnes. 

The types of bodywork and codifications pertinent to the vehicles of category M are defined in Part C of this 

Annex paragraph 1 (vehicles of category M1) and paragraph 2 (vehicles of categories M2 and M3) to be used for 

the purpose specified in that Part. 

2. Category N: Motor vehicles with at least four wheels designed and constructed for the carriage of goods. 

 Category N1: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass not 

exceeding 3,5 tonnes. 

 Category N2: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass 

exceeding 3,5 tonnes but not exceeding 12 tonnes. 
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 Category N3: Vehicles designed and constructed for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass 

exceeding 12 tonnes. 

In the case of a towing vehicle designed to be coupled to a semi-trailer or centre-axle trailer, the mass to be 

considered for classifying the vehicle is the mass of the tractor vehicle in running order, increased by the mass 

corresponding to the maximum static vertical load transferred to the tractor vehicle by the semi-trailer or centre-

axle trailer and, where applicable, by the maximum mass of the tractor vehicles own load. 

The types of bodywork and codifications pertinent to the vehicles of category N are defined in Part C of this Annex 

paragraph 3 to be used for the purpose specified in that Part. 

3. Category O: Trailers (including semi-trailers). 

1. Category O1: Trailers with a maximum mass not exceeding 0,75 tonnes 

2. Category O2: Trailers with a maximum mass exceeding 0,75 tonnes but not exceeding 3,5 tonnes. 

3. Category O3: Trailers with a maximum mass exceeding 3,5 tonnes but not exceeding 10 tonnes. 

4. Category O4: Trailers with a maximum mass exceeding 10 tonnes. 

In the case of a semi-trailer or centre-axle trailer, the maximum mass to be considered for classifying the trailer 

corresponds to the static vertical load transmitted to the ground by the axle or axles of the semi-trailer or 

centreaxle trailer when coupled to the towing vehicle and carrying its maximum load. 

 

2.2 Choosing a Tyre 

For a newly sold vehicle the manufacturer and in some cases the importer decides on the 

specifications of the set of tyres and thus decides over quality and costs. Most tyre 

manufacturers put substantial effort in reaching the OE market as they believe that a 

substantial group of consumers will replace like for like and stick to the same brand and 

type and so OE market share dictates replacement market share. Please see section 2.2.3 

for more discussion on criterion for choosing tyres for the replacement market.   

For the replacement market the owner of a vehicle (including vehicle leasing companies) is 

the one to decide on the replacement fit. 

A range of typical groups can be identified which all have a certain degree of interest in tyre 

purchase and hence one or more of the technical parameters of tyres. The groups are: 

 End-users (consumers, vehicle fleet managers etc.) 

 vehicle manufacturers, 

 tyre manufacturers, 

 vehicle importers, dealerships, service stations 

2.2.1 Technical description of relevant parameters. 

The choice of tyre depends on a range of parameters describing its cost and performance. 

The tyre industry has already made clear that from all relevant parameters safety has the 

highest priority. From a consumer point of view one can easily imagine that this could also 

be true. Other parameters influence choice. The most important are:  

 Handling: steering force, steering precision, directional stability, straight 

line/cornering, vehicle stability, steering character, 

 Safety: grip (dry and wet),  

 Comfort: noise, smoothness, suspension,  

 Durability: structural, high speed performance, bursting pressure, puncture, 

resistance, resistance against solar radiation/chemicals, 

 Economy: expected life, wear, retreadability, rolling resistance, mass, 

 Image/Look: some tyres are also designed to look good, 
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 Costs (manufacture/purchase) 

Some of these tyre characteristics are subjective. The handling or feel of a tyre/vehicle 

combination for example may well depend on someone‟s taste, but a great deal of the 

important characteristics can be determined objectively by measuring them, so long as well 

defined measuring procedures result in discriminative, representative figures.  

For the replacement market there is only limited information directly available to the 

consumer
7
. Besides the costs of a set of tyres, most other parameters can be judged only 

after careful examination and experience after the purchase of more than one set of tyres or 

after reading consumer oriented test reports. Even with this information in hand a good 

comparison is often very hard to make for consumers.  

Some of the tyre specifications are related. For a consumer, „costs‟ are either a direct 

stimulant, i.e. purchase the cheapest (and assume all available tyres are the same in all 

other respects) or costs can also be associated indirectly to other parameters like safety 

and tread wear, i.e. life duration of tyres (and rolling resistance) and often these effects are 

hard to determine. 

2.2.2 How do OEM’s choose tyres for new vehicles?  

Vehicle manufacturers mainly set the criteria for physical parameters and subjective 

parameters of tyres and the tyre manufacturers follow up those criteria (TNO 2006). Next to 

the specifications of the tyre itself, the combination of tyre and vehicle characteristics is 

found to be important for handling, comfort and durability related issues.   

In most EU countries cars are certified together with a limited range of tyres based on size. 

Such a mandatory range of tyres prescribed per vehicle reduces the choice for a consumer.  

The passenger car manufactures choice is influenced by the rules for the Type Approval 

(TA) test according 80/1268/EC and amendments. The actual influence of this mandatory 

test on the manufacturer‟s choice of tyre is not clear, but is potentially significant (see 

section 1.9).  

2.2.3 Choosing Replacement Tyres  

For replacement tyres the method of distribution to the consumer may have a high impact 

on the choice or on the availability itself. A short inquiry has revealed that tyres are 

distributed through: 

 service/maintenance chains 

 local service stations 

 dedicated tyre service stations 

 vehicle dealerships 

A large share of the distribution concerns business to business and only a small share is 

business to consumer distribution. This means that tyres are fitted by e.g. dedicated service 

stations for car dealers or by car dealers or service stations for car lease companies and 

vehicle fleet managers. For both the end consumer is not involved. For the matter of car 

lease companies a labelling scheme may be influential as cost reduction through the 

reduction of fuel consumption probably will be a good driver. Thus the effectiveness of a 

labelling scheme will depend on how it reaches the end-users, be it a consumer or a 

company. 

For the consumer, preferences are revealed through the survey work by tyre producers 

(Figure 2.1).  

 

                                                      
7
 See VTI study 2008 for detailed analysis 
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Figure 2.1: Consumer Research, 2003 
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Source: Bridgestone 

 

Tyre price and OE fitted tyre are the main factors which affects consumer choice (Figure 

2.1). The figure also suggests that it is possible to influence tyre choice in the replacement 

market as only 20% of consumers on average replace tyres like for like. Tyre tests from 

independent magazines such as ADAC and „Which‟ also weight their test according to the 

importance of the above factors. The „Which‟ study also commented on the low availability 

of LRRTs, especially in small and independent tyre retailers. The results of these tests are 

discussed in more detail in Annex 3.  

2.3 Retail Structure and Distribution Channels 

Customers for replacement tyres range from the ordinary motorist purchasing replacement 

car tyres occasionally, for example once every two and a half years (after 40,000 km in 

average for European roads), to very large fleet owners (both for passenger car and 

commercial vehicles) who spend significant sums of money each year on replacement 

tyres. For the purposes of this study sales of fleet vehicles include sales of cars owned by 

companies and cars and vans owned by rental companies, leasing and contract hire firms. 

In the UK, the sales of fleet vehicles now account for over 50 per cent of new car sales. 

The average time before a fleet car is sold ranges from 2-3 years during which time it would 

travel, on average, approximately 88,514kms. During that period a fleet car would be 

expected to require five new replacement tyres. Fleet car tyres are replaced more 

frequently compared to passenger cars due to safety reasons, variety of driving conditions, 

damages due to potholes and driving over kerbs. Thus, fleet car tyres are generally 

replaced before their full tyre wear life. Therefore, fleet vehicles can account for a significant 

proportion of replacement tyres. They account for around 28% in the Benelux countries and 

35% in the UK. 

Figure 2.2 below outlines the tyre market retail and distribution channels.  
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Figure 2.2 : EU Tyre Retail and Distribution Channels 
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Source: CETRO 

The share of tyres sold by the different retail units differs widely across Europe. The 

Western European MS have a variety of retail units compared to the four eastern European 

member states (Figure 2.3). Historically the supply of replacement car tyres was dominated 

by garages (both independent and franchised) but their share of the market has fallen 

dramatically and now most tyres are supplied through specialist fitting centres. This new 

trend is likely to increase the impact of a labelling scheme if it were to be introduced. 

Figure 2.3: Share of Tyre Replacement Market by Point of Sales 

(2007)
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Source: Tyre producers and ETRMA  
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2.4 Tyre Branding 

In the past, the decision of which brand of tyre to choose was relatively simple. There was a 

solid core of household brand names- Goodyear, Dunlop, Michelin etc. plus a few budget 

alternatives. However, in recent years, the tyre market has become much more 

sophisticated and EU consumers have a plethora of brands to choose from. For example 

there were a total of 254 different brands available in the UK (source: Tyre Industry 

Federation 2007).  

There are a number of reasons why the number of tyre brands has grown. Firstly the tyre 

industry in other parts of the world, particularly Asia, has grown rapidly and all these 

manufacturers are now looking to export their goods to Western Europe. Also important has 

been the growth of the tyre wholesale trade, wholesalers being constantly on the lookout for 

new brands to represent. This, together with the growing importance of national retail 

chains has led to an increase in demand for private brands, exclusive to one particular 

wholesaler or retailer.  

The most important reason for the increase in the number of tyre brands, however, is the 

fact that the average consumer has become more sophisticated with their choice of tyre. 

Faced with increased competition, the tyre manufacturers have realised that they can no 

longer expect to rely on their premium brands. The high technology-premium price leading 

brands are no longer capable of maintaining sales amongst the proportion of end users 

where price is one of the main priorities (Figure 2.2a and 2.2b). With the realisation that the 

majority of the economy priced tyres being imported from Eastern Europe and the Far East 

are of good quality, consumers who are not looking specifically for a premium household 

brand have been switching to alternative brands. The leading manufacturers, aware of the 

need to avoid a collapse in the price of their leading brands, have realised that they need to 

adopt increasingly complex multi-brand marketing strategies if they are to maintain their 

market share across all sectors of the market.  

Currently all major tyre manufacturers have a multi-brand marketing strategy offering tyres 

in premium, mid-range and budget brands as well as private and exclusive brands aimed at 

specific distribution channels. 

2.5 The Market for Cold Weather or Winter Tyres 

The market for winter tyres is around 28% of the EU replacement tyre market in 2007. 

However, it is an area, which is currently experiencing significant growth due to the 

renewed efforts of the tyre industry to raise awareness and to highlight the safety benefits 

of switching to cold weather tyres in the winter months.  

Estimates based on Europool figures and published by the tyre industry specialist magazine 

Tyre & Accessories suggest that winter tyre sales increased despite mild winter weather in 

recent years. The share of winter tyres has increased from 23% in 2000 to 28% in 2007.  

Although the market is still small, some industry experts are predicting that the market for 

cold weather tyres could eventually rise to as much as 3 million units per year in the UK. 

This is based, to a degree on growth achieved in the Netherlands by the trade association, 

VACO
8
, which managed to work together with the tyre industry to create a market for cold 

weather tyres by running an active campaign together with tyre dealers to promote the 

safety benefits of changing over to cold weather tyres in the winter. The result was to 

achieve a market share of around 15% from almost nothing within only a few years.  

The main barrier to the growth of the winter tyre market in the Member States such as the 

UK has been the assumption on the part of both consumers and tyre dealers, that winter 

tyres are only necessary in snow and, because most of the UK receives only a minimal 

snow covering, they are not necessary in the UK. The tyre industry has therefore changed 

                                                      
8
 VACO is the representative for the tyre and wheel business in The Netherlands,  
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the emphasis from "winter tyres" to "cold weather tyres", emphasising the performance 

improvements that such tyres can provide at temperatures below 7 degree centigrade.  

2.6 Changing Industry Players and Industrial Concentration 

The tyre industry has consolidated in recent years (Figure 2.4). Over 64% of the world 

market is supplied by the five largest producers (Figure 2.5). 

Figure 2.4: Changes in Industry Ownership 

 

Source: Michelin Factbook 2007 

Figure 2.5: Industrial Concentration in the Tyre World Market 
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Source: Michelin Factbook 2007 

In terms of the significance of the EU market for tyre produces for the five largest 

producers, Continental and Pirelli are most reliant with over half of sales from the EU. EU 

sales are also very significant for Michelin and Goodyear. Only Bridgestone has a limited 

interest in the EU (Figure 2.6). Also noteworthy is the significance of the Japanese market 
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for the next tier of producers (Sumitomo and Yokohama) where fuel efficiency is accorded 

greater significance. 

Figure 2.6: Market Presence of Major Tyre Producers 

 

Source: Michelin factbook 2007 
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3 ANNEX 3: POTENTIAL TRADE-OFFS OF RR WITH WET GRIP, 

WEAR AND NOISE 

This Annex summarises the available technical evidence on the relationships between 

different tyre attributes 

3.1 Main Tyre Components Contributing to Rolling Resistance 

The four main components that affect rolling resistance are: Tread (53%), Belts (18%), 

Bead (17%) and Sidewall (12%). 

 

 

However, these components affect other tyre attributes as well such as wet grip and wear 

life. See Table 3.1 below for more details.  

 

3.2 Potential Trade-Offs of RR with Wet Grip, Wear and Noise  

Combinations of tyre parameters like material, construction, looks, dimension, design and 

construction all cause tyres to differ in rolling resistance. Promoting one attribute such as 

rolling resistance may decrease the performance of the tyre in relation to other attributes. 

The tyre industry when producing a tyre for the OEM under a set of requirements always try 

to optimise performance in all attributes, such as wear wet grip and noise.  
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3.2.1 Main tyre components that effect tyre performance 

A tyre is a multi-laminate pneumatic structure of different materials and components 

bonded together, to perform a range of functional requirements. Extending any one of tyre‟s 

performance characteristics affects others, sometimes negatively. Thus tyre design is a 

trade-off process to achieve a performance balance that best meets customer or market 

requirements. Table 3.1 indicates the relative significance of effect of different tyre 

components on tyre attributes. 

Table 3.1: Relationship between Tyre Components and Tyre Attributes 

Casing ply Bead Sidewall Steel Belts Tread compound Tread pattern Mold shape

RR 1 1 1 2 3 1 1

Wet grip 1 1 - 1 3 3 1

Dry grip 1 1 - 2 3 3 2

Wear life 1 - - 2 3 3 3

Mass 2 1 2 2 3 1 2

Resistivity - - 1 - 3 - -

Cut resistance - - 1 - 3 2 1

Handling 3 3 - 3 3 3 3

Spring Rate 3 3 2 3 - - 2

Noise 2 3 1 2 1 3 2  

Effect:

1- small

2- Medium

3- Large  

Source: RMA Presentation to the California Energy Commission, August 2007 

Note: The table shows the effect of each tyre component on tyre performance. For example, the tread 

compound has a large effect on RR and Wet grip. Any changes in the tread compound to maximise 

RR could compromise Wet grip. This is discussed below.  

The most important tyre component when designing a tyre to reduce its rolling resistance is 

the tread compound, with the operation of the steel belt second. Change in tread compound 

is however also the major influence on most of the other attributes. Since hysteresis is a 

volumetric effect reducing the volume of hysteretic rubber will reduce RR. Since the tread 

band is the largest volume component it is the greatest contributor to tyre RR. Reducing 

tread band volume gives the greatest payback in terms of RR gain. However, this will affect, 

in the absence of technical change, other attributes of the tyre. The influence of designing 

for RR on other attributes is summarised in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Effects of Rolling Resistance Design on Other Tyre Attributes  

Tyre Attribute 
Interaction 
level Description 

Mass 3 ↑ Hysteretic effects directly related to volume 

Dry Traction 3 ↓ 

Tread compound properties for dry traction inversely 
correlate with those for low RR. Difficult to identify 
counter measures. 

Resistivity 3 ↓ 
Low RR compounds achieved by low carbon black 
compared to silica are poor for conductivity. 

Wear 2 ↓ 

Wear loss increases with low RR compounds. Counter 
measures constrained by other performance 
requirements. 

Cut Resistance 2 ↓ Very low RR compounds are poorer for cut resistance. 

Wet Traction 2 ↓ 
Loss of wet traction can be offset to some degree by 
silica reinforcement. 

Handling 2 ↓ Lower RR compounds lower stiffness. 

Spring Rate 1 ↓ Greater deflection is worse for RR. 

Noise 1 ↑ Low RR compounds improve noise absorption. 
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Interaction level Direction

1 - Small ↓ - Deteriorates

2 - Medium ↑ - Improves

3 - Large  

Source: RMA Presentation to the California Energy Commission, August 2007 

Based on this analysis the key trade-offs that are likely to arise from a focus on reducing 

rolling resistance are dry and wet traction, resistivity, tyre wear, cut resistance and handling. 

Of these the most important trade-offs for economic, social and environmental impacts are 

dry and wet traction and tyre wear. 

 Traction/Dry/Wet Grip – Traction helps the vehicle to stop quicker / in a shorter 

braking distance. On wet surfaces, wet traction impacts on how quickly a vehicle 

can stop on slippery roads. Note that measures of traction are most developed for 

wet surfaces (Wet Grip).  

 Treadwear – Treadwear is a measure of how long the tread rubber on the tyre will 

last and perform its necessary functions. Improved treadwear means the tyre tread 

is more durable and lasts longer (number of kilometres of life). 

In addition, changing the tread pattern to improve wet grip is generally associated with an 

increase in tyre noise levels. 

The interplay between these attributes and rolling resistance are shown in the figures 

below. 

 

 

Improvement in Rolling Resistance and Treadwear may cause a corresponding loss in Wet 

Traction (figure below).  
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Table 3.2 considers improvement in RR only, the figure above is considering improvement 

in RR and Treadwear which is achieved using better compounds.  

Similarly, Improvement in Wet Traction may cause a corresponding loss in Treadwear and 

Rolling Resistance (Fuel Economy) (Figure below). 

 

 

Currently, the evolution of tyre technology is based on specific requirements by OEMs for 

tyres for different types of vehicles and market segment. Even for OEMs safety related tyre 

attributes are paramount. Under pressure from OEMs, that have multiple tyre requirements, 

tyre companies compete to offer improvements in all attributes, which drives innovation, 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Improvement in tyre performance on wet grip and RR 
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Simultaneous improvement in all of the key attributes requires innovation and step changes 

in technology. The issues are the time and costs associated with innovation and the 

resultant scale of improvements. The tyre industry, along with car producers, aims to 

optimise tyre performance on all fronts.  

Technological progress and new compounds (mainly silica mixed with rubber) have allowed 

tyre manufacturers to maximise performance on wet grip and RR simultaneously (Figure 

3.2 below). The industry is currently reaching the limits of tread compound development 

using silica and further improvement to optimise all tyre attributes comes at a price 

premium.  

Figure 3.2: Progress in Tread Compound Development 
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Source: Continental 

3.3 Statistical and Empirical Evidence on Relationship between RR, Wet Grip, Wear and 

Noise 

In this section we summarise the findings of a number of studies examining the relationship 

between rolling resistance and other tyre attributes, mainly wet grip, noise and wear. Some 

of the studies have also looked at the variation in price for a given level of RRC. These 
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studies provide a range for the price premium of LRRTs with above or above average 

performance on wet grip.  

Rolling resistance is measured in kg/t and expressed as a coefficient, RRC. Some of the 

studies and tests below (Table 3.3) explicitly compare RRC with tyre attributes and some 

have translated their test findings into RR scores or indicators.  

Table 3.3: Summary of Studies  

Source No. of 
tyres 

No. of tyre 
size 

Other tyre 
segments 

Tested for Year 

TÜV SÜD 
Automotive 

14 2  Wet braking & 
RR 

2008 

Which, UK 97 8 Premium & 
economy  

RR, WG, wear 
& noise 

2007-
2008 

Que Choisir Study 37 2 - WG, RR and 
wear 

Mar-08 

ADAC auto 
reifentest 

37 2 - RR, WG, wear 
& noise 

Mar-08 

Knall- effect 7 1 Comparison 
with Imported 

tyres 

RR, WG & 
noise 

2008 

VROM, 
Netherlands 

198 
(consumer 

tests) 

Various 
(165-225 

mm width)  

50% winter and 
50% summer 

Noise, RR and 
WG 

2005-
2007 

RMA, US 162 7 Rep. mkt & OE, 
speed rating 

Traction, RR 
and wear 

2005 

TUV  Europe 
Study 

183 12 Summer/winter, 
Sport, 4x4, 

Light truck, etc  

RR, WG & 
wear 

2004-
2005 

California Energy 
Commission(CEC) 

43 4 7 Traction, RR 
and wear 

2003 

TUV UBA 81 4 Summer/Winter, 
premium, mid, 

budget 

RR, WG, wear 
& noise 

2002 

It should be pointed out that the research described below is not directly comparable. The 

testing methods used are not standardised. There were some variations in scores/results 

even when the same tyre size and brands were tested. However, the tests did provide 

information to allow the overall trend and direction of the relationships of the main tyre 

attributes.  

Summary of findings from studies 

 Lower RR is generally associated with lower level of wet grip across all tyre sizes; 

 Changing the tread pattern to improve wet grip is generally associated with an increase 

in tyre noise levels; 

 There is evidence that there are tyres in most sizes that can perform well on a number 

of tyre attributes (including wet grip) but at higher tyre costs; 

 For fuel efficient tyres with low RR, there is a clear price premium for tyres which 

perform well on WG compared to tyres which achieve low RR but with reduced WG 

performance. The price premium for the better performing tyres on RR and WG, 

compared to the worst performing tyres on wet grip ranges from 20% to 40% and 

between 5% to 10% for tyres with an average level of performance for WG; 
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 None of the studies and tests showed that any one tyre (irrespective of cost) scored the 

best on all attributes. This suggests that better technology at higher cost allows some 

progress in reducing RR without compromising WG, but there are current technological 

limits to achieving the very best performance levels of RR with the very best 

performance standards for WG;  

 Independent tests (ADAC, Which, Knall-effekt and Que Choisir) showed that imported 

tyres that had very low RR tended to perform very poorly on WG. 

3.3.1 TÜV SÜD Automotive (2008) 

TÜV SÜD Automotive conducted tests in April and May 2008 on two different tire sizes 

(195/65 R15 H and 195/65 R15 V) among those most widely sold in Europe, which it 

purchased in tire outlets.   

In the tyre size 195/65 R15 H, Michelin Energy saver had the lowest RRC and shortest 

braking distance. In the tyre size 195/65 R15 V, the Michelin Energy saver had the lowest 

RRC and the third shortest braking distance but by only 0.5m. According to the tests 

conducted by TÜV SÜD Automotive, the Michelin Energy Saver reduces fuel consumption 

by 0.2 l/100 km3, due to lower rolling resistance, which is nearly 20% lower than that of its 

direct competitors. This greater fuel efficiency translates into a fuel cost saving of around 

€125 over the average lifespan of the tyre. 

 

Source: TUV SUD Automotive  

 

3.3.2 Knall- effect  

This German test magazine looked at the wet grip and braking performance of imported 

Chinese tyres compared to a European brand – Pirelli. The tests showed that most 

imported Chinese tyres performed poorly on wet braking. The worst tyres had a braking 

difference of 25 metres compared to the Pirelli tyre.  
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Note: The tyres were scored on wet and dry performance. The maximum scores are given 

in brackets in the first column. The maximum score a tyre could achieve was 180.  

3.3.3 ‘Which’ study (UK) (2007-2008) 

„Which‟ is UK‟s largest consumer body and undertakes independent tests on a range of 

household products. Which road tested 97 premium and economy tyres, spanning eight 

different sizes in February 2008
9
.  

Tyres were tested for: Dry braking - Braking on dry roads, Dry handling - assessment of 

handling on a dry road, Wet braking - braking on wet roads, Wet grip straight - resistance to 

aquaplaning in a straight line, Wet grip bend - resistance to aquaplaning in a bend, Wet 

handling - assessment of handling on a wet road, Noise is assessed inside and outside the 

car, Rolling resistance - compared rolling resistance, by measuring fuel consumption  on a 

fixed route at three different speeds and Wear - How quickly the tyre wears. 

Exact measurement values were not available and tyres were rated as – Excellent, Good, 

Acceptable, Poor and Very Poor.  

Main findings  

 For each tyre size there were a number of tyres with „good‟ and „excellent‟ score on RR. 

Of these only a few scored „good‟ or „excellent‟ on WG but at a price premium.  

 The prices in tyre size 175/65 R14T and 185/60 R14H were very competitive with no 

price premium for tyre performing well on WG and RR compared to the worst and 

average performing tyre on WG in that tyre size.  

Size 
No. 
of 

tyres 

Price 
range 

 
Price 

premium 
(worst) 

Price 
premium 
(average) 

155/70R13T 11 £30 - £47 

RR - 7 scored „good‟ and 4 
„excellent‟. Of the 4, 1 was 
„very poor‟ on WG and 3 
„acceptable‟.  

43% 10% 

165/70 R14T 10 £38 - £59 
RR – 1 Excellent, 8 
Acceptable, 1 poor. Of the 
8, 5 scored Good on WG 

35% 6.2% 

175/65 R14T 17 £33 - £50 

RR – 1 scored acceptable 
and 16 scored „Good‟.  Of 
the 16, 3 scored very poor, 
2 poor, 3 acceptable, 8 
good & 1 excellent on WG 

16% No 

185/60 R14H 10 £44 - £61 

RR – all acceptable, of that 
2 scored acceptable on 
WG, 7 good and 1 
excellent. 

No No 

195/65 R15H 25 £40 - £72 

RR – 1 scored poor, 8 
acceptable & 16 Good. Of 
the 16, 1 scored excellent 
on WG, 7 scored good, 4 
acceptable, 3 poor & 1 very 
poor.  

22% 11% 

205/55 R16 V 14 £55 - £86 

RR – 4 scored acceptable 
and 10 good. Of the 10, 4 
scored good on WG, 4 
good, 1 poor and 1 very 
poor.  

20% 7.3% 

225/45 R17 W 10 £75 - £120 
RR – All acceptable 
WG – 9 scored good & 1 
acceptable 

No No 

                                                      
9
 

http://www.which.co.uk/reports_and_campaigns/cars/reports/running_a_car/accessories/Tyres/Tyres_essential_p
roduct_574_70980.jsp  

http://www.which.co.uk/reports_and_campaigns/cars/reports/running_a_car/accessories/Tyres/Tyres_essential_product_574_70980.jsp
http://www.which.co.uk/reports_and_campaigns/cars/reports/running_a_car/accessories/Tyres/Tyres_essential_product_574_70980.jsp
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Note: Price premium (worst) shows the price premium of tyres that scored as „Good‟ or „Excellent‟ 

on RR and „Good‟ or „Excellent‟ on WG compared to tyres that scored „Good‟ or „Excellent‟ on RR 

but „Poor‟ or „Very poor‟ on WG. Price premium (average) shows the price premium of tyres that 

scored as „Good‟ or „Excellent‟ on RR and „Good‟ or „Excellent‟ on WG compared to tyres that 

scored „Good‟ or „Acceptable‟ on RR and WG. 

3.3.4 Que Choisir Study (2008) 

For the purpose of the study 16 tyres were assembled on a Ford fiesta (dimension 175/65) 

and 21 tyres on a Volkswagen golf (195/65). The vehicles, equipped with ABS, were driven 

on a circuit (asphalt and concrete coating) by experienced drivers.  Tyres‟ performances 

have been compared with reference tyres‟ performances. Before starting the tests, the tyres 

were broken in on a distance of 400 to 500km so as to get rid of the light layer of „parafine‟ 

that covers the rolling strip during the transportation phase. No measurement values were 

available but classification/score, (1 = very bad, 2=below average/bad, 3 is average, 

4=good, 5 = very good). 

Main findings 

Tyre Size 175/65 R 14 T 

From To Average

1 Pirelli Cinturato P4 59 73 66 5 4 5

2 Continental EcoContact 3 52 80 66 4 3 4

3 Fulda Eco Control 45 60 52.5 4 4 4

4 Maloya Cron 465t 42.1 4 4 3

5 Goodyear DuraGrip 50 73 61.5 3 4 4

6 Firestone Multihawk 45 94 69.5 4 4 3

7 Dunlop SP 30 52 79 65.5 3 4 4

8 Kumho Solus KH17 49 57 53 4 4 4

9 Semperit Comfort Life 51 57 54 4 4 3

10 Hankook Optimo K715 48 77 62.5 4 4 3

11 Bridgestone B250 51 77 64 3 4 3

12 Vredstein T-Trac Si 46 53 49.5 3 4 2

13 Barum Brillantis 49 71 60 2 4 4

14 Sava Perfecta 42 51 46.5 2 4 4

15 Tigar TG 621 38 46 42 1 4 5

16 Trayal T400 37.6 1 4 4

Tyre Size 175/65 R 14 T

Rolling 

resistance

Avearage 

Life
Braking

Price

 

 All tyres had a „good‟ level (score 4) of rolling resistance except for one with an 

„average‟ score. However, the wet braking scores differed significantly 

 Only one tyre had scored a „very good‟ for wet braking with a „good‟ score for RR. 

However, the price premium for this tyre was 66% compared to two tyres with the „very 

bad‟ scores and 10% compared to 4 tyres with „average‟ scores.  

 Higher prices do not always reflect better tyre performances 

 7 tyres were classified with a „good‟ score for wet braking with a 43% price premium 

compared to the two worst two tyres for wet braking. However, there was no price 

premium for these 7 tyres when compared to 4 tyres that scored „average‟ on wet 

braking. Moreover, 4 of these 7 tyres undercut the price of the 4 tyres that scored 

„average‟ on wet braking.  

 Thus, there were 8 tyres with low RR had „good‟ to „very good‟ levels of wet braking 

performance although at higher price. On the other hand there were 4 tyres with low 

RR but „bad‟ to „very bad‟ wet braking scores.  

 Of the 16 tyres, 10 tyres scored „good‟ and „very good‟ on tyre life.  
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Tyre Size 195/65 R 14 T 

 5 tyres scored „good‟ on braking and rolling resistance and 5 tyres scored „average‟ on 

braking and „good‟ on rolling resistance.  

 On average the 5 tyres scoring „good‟ on braking and RR had a 4% price premium on 

tyres scoring „average‟ on braking and „good‟ on rolling resistance.  

 3 tyres scored „good‟ on RR with „below average‟ or „bad‟ scores on wet grip. The price 

premium of tyres scoring „good‟ on braking and RR compared to these 3 tyres was 

around 24%. 

  

 

3.3.5 ADAC auto reifentest (2008) 

The ADAC (Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club e.V.) is Germany's and Europe's largest 

automobile club, with 15,290,614 members in August 2005. ADAC is respected by 

motorists and tyre companies for the severity of the tests carried out. The findings for two 

tyre sizes – Summer tyres 175/65 R 14 T and Summer 195/65 R 15 V is given below. Again 

no measurement values were available but each attributed was given a particular score. 

Low scores indicate better performance of each attribute.  
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Tyre Size 175/65 R 14 T (Corr. Coeff RR and WG=-0.3) 

From € To € Average €

1 Barum Brillantis 43 63 53 2.7 3.2 3.5 1.6 1.8

2 Semperit Comfort Life 43 62 52.5 2.5 2.5 3.5 1.7 3.2

3 Tigar TG 621 37 47 42 3.2 4.8 4.6 1.7 1.3

4 Yokohama C.drive 49 60 54.5 1.6 2.3 3.6 2 3.2

5 Goodyear Duragrip 48 71 59.5 2.5 2.8 3.6 2 2

6 Dunlop SP 30 47 70 58.5 2.1 2.9 3.5 2 2.4

7 Hankook Optimo K715 43 60 51.5 2.3 2.4 3.9 2 3.2

8 Sava Perfecta 34 47 40.5 2.8 3.8 4.1 2 2.4

9 Traya T 400 31 41 36 4.3 5 4.3 2 2.2

10 Fulda Eco Control 39 58 48.5 2.2 2.4 3.6 2.1 1.7

11 Firestone Multihawk 41 72 56.5 2.2 2.6 3.5 2.1 2.7

12 Pirelli Cinturato P4 53 72 62.5 2.3 2.2 3.8 2.2 0.8

13 Kumho Solus KH17 37 49 42.1 2.3 2.4 3.5 2.2 2.4

14 Bridgestone B250 49 70 59.5 2.1 2.9 3.5 2.2 2.8

15 Maloya Crono 465t 36 51 43.5 2.1 2.2 3.6 2.4 3.1

16 Vredestein T-Trac Si 39 62 50.5 2.2 2.4 4.4 2.4 4.3

17 Avon CR322 Enviro 40 49 44.5 2.8 4.6 3.8 2.5 3.3

18 Continental EcoContact 3 49 70 59.5 2.2 2 3 2.7 2.2

Noise

Rolling 

Resistance Durability

Tyre make and Brand Price

Dry Grip

Wet 

Grip

 

Tyre Size 195/65 R 15 V (Corr. Coeff RR and WG=-0.2) 

From To Average

1 Michelin Energy Saver 80 108 94 1.6 3.0 2.4 1.7 0.8

2 BF Goodrich Profiler 2 59 75 67 2.0 3.2 6.5 1.9 1.3

3 Barum Bravuris 2 59 79 69 2.5 2.8 2.9 2 2.8

4 Maloya Furutra Sport V 55 70 62.5 2.2 2.1 3.1 2.1 3.1

5 Pirelli P6 66 99 82.5 1.9 2.1 3.1 2.3 2.6

6 Ceat Tornado 65 80 72.5 2.0 2.7 2.9 2.3 1.3

7 Fulda Carat Progresso 55 80 67.5 2.1 2.6 3.1 2.3 2.5

8 Hankook Ventus Prime K105 63 88 75.5 2.4 2.9 3.3 2.3 3.1

9 Toyo Proxes CF1 57 73 65 2.1 3.6 3.4 2.3 3.1

10 Firestone Firehawk TZ200 FS 54 91 72.5 2.0 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.7

11 Wanli S 1095 41 59 50 2.9 5.5 3.5 2.4 1.6

12 Bridgestone Turanza ER300 69 106 87.5 1.5 2.3 2.8 2.5 2.7

13 Yokohoma C.drive 68 87 77.5 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.5 3.3

14 Uniroyal rallye 550 57 94 75.5 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.5 3.2

15 Continental Premium Contact 2 65 98 81.5 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.6 3.2

16 Goodyear Excellence 59 91 75 2.4 2.8 2.9 2.6 1.9

17 Vredstein Sportrac 3 53 81 67 1.9 2.0 3.8 2.7 2.7

18 Dunlop Sp Sport Fastresponse 63 97 80 1.9 2.4 2.4 2.7 3.0

19 Nokian V 75 86 80.5 2.2 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.9

Price

Dry Grip Wet Grip Noise

Rolling 

Resistance Durability

 

Note: Low scores are more desirable. Scores range from 0.6 to 5.5. Weights for overall score: Dry 

Grip 20%, Wet Grip 40%, Noise 10%, Rolling Resistance 10% and Wear 20%.  

Main Findings 

 There was a small negative correlation between WG and RR for both tyre sizes.  

 For tyre size 175/65, there was an 18% price premium for tyres „highly recommended‟ 

(low scores) for WG and RR compared to tyres with low scores on RR but high scores 

on WG.  

 For tyre size 195/65, there was a 7% price premium for tyres with low scores on RR 

and WG compared to tyres with low scores on RR but high scores on WG.  

 The Chinese imported tyre Wanli S1095 scored worst on WG with average score for 

RR and had 20m braking distance difference compared to the best in the class.  
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 The Michelin Energy 195/65 R15V saver provides half a litre fuel saving against the 

tyre with the worst RR score but had a 7m more braking distance compared to the best 

tyre for WG. However, the ADAC test shows a far greater breaking distance difference 

between the Michelin Energy saver and the best performing tyre than the TÜV SÜD 

Automotive results (Section 3.3.1). The TÜV SÜD tests found that the Michelin Energy 

195/65 R15V had the lowest RRC and the third shortest braking distance of 0.5m. The 

other main tyres tested were more or less the same in both tests.    

3.3.6 VROM, Netherlands Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (2005-

2007) 

The Netherlands have compiled additional data, both on noise and on the potential 

interaction with rolling resistance and wet grip. The data has been obtained from consumer 

tests over the last three years and evaluated if these data can be made useful for the 

evaluation of the tyre noise directive. Rolling resistance is expressed as scores of 1-10, with 

10 being excellent instead of actual measurement values. This new data set contains in 

total 198 tyres in various popular sizes (165-225 mm width) with 50% winter and 50% 

summer tyres. 

Main Findings 

 Tyres with both good wet grip and good rolling resistance were scarce in this data set 

 Tyres with both low noise and good rolling resistance are ample available in this data 

set 

 According to this study, availability of tyres which perform very well on all three 

categories depends on the stringency of the criteria; 

o especially on the stringency of RR and WG, because the data shows a trade off 

between RR and WG  

o not so much on the stringency of Noise; because the data shows no trade off 

between Noise and RR  

 

Trade off between noise and rolling resistance Trade off between wet grip and rolling 

resistance 
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Trade off between wet grip and rolling resistance 
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50% best for rolling resistance, leaves 50% of tyres 50% best for rolling resistance AND 50% best for wet 

grip Leaves only 18% of tyres instead of 0,5*0,5 = 25% 

 

Note: Rolling resistance: No measurement value but classification/score, (1 = inadequate, 10 = 

excellent). Wet grip: No measurement value but classification/score, (1 = inadequate, 10 = excellent) 

3.3.7 Transport Research Board, US based on Rubber Manufacturers Association (RMA) and 

Ecos Consulting Data (2005) 

The RMA dataset contained 162 tyres – 154 replacement market and 8 OE tyres, 3 tyre 

manufacturers – Michelin, Bridgestone and Goodyear and 7 tyre sizes. The Ecos dataset 

contained 34 tyres, by four sizes including performance and standard tyres.  

The analyses of sampled replacement tyres suggest that most tyres having high (AAA) 

UTQG
10

 wet traction grades are rated for high speeds and that few such tyres attain low 

levels of rolling resistance. These results may reflect the technical difficulty of designing 

tyres that can achieve high levels of wet traction and low rolling resistance. They may also 

reflect a lack of interest in energy performance among users and makers of high-

performance tyres or a general lack of consumer information on this characteristic (the 

UTQG system does not provide information on RR, it is therefore impossible for consumers 

to assess this parameter in their purchasing decision). Among the majority of tyres that 

have an „A‟ grade for wet traction, the spread in RRCs is much wider. Indeed, the existence 

of numerous tyres having both low RRCs and an A grade for wet traction suggests the 

potential to reduce rolling resistance in some tyres while maintaining the most common 

traction capability as measured by UTQG. RRC differentials of 20 percent or more can be 

found among tyres of the same size, speed rating, and UTQG traction grade. 

Figure below shows that tires with higher wet traction grades
11

 tend to have higher RRCs. 

At the same time, the graph reveals a wide spread in RRCs within all three grades. More 

than one-quarter of the AA-graded tires have RRCs below 0.010, and one-quarter have 

values above 0.012  The absence of very low RRCs among AA-graded tires may indicate a 

lack of consumer demand for energy performance in high-traction tires, or it may be 

indicative of a technical or cost difficulty in achieving both qualities. The RRCs for A-graded 

tires cover a wider spectrum, from a low of 0.0065 to a high of 0.013. 

                                                      
10

 Uniform Tire Quality Grading (UTQG) 

11
 UTQG traction grades are based on a tire‟s measured coefficient of friction when it is tested on wet asphalt 

and concrete surfaces. The subject tire is placed on an instrumented axle of a skid trailer, which is pulled behind 
a truck at 50 mph on wet asphalt and concrete surfaces. The trailer‟s brakes are momentarily locked, and 
sensors on the axle measure the longitudinal braking forces as it slides in a straight line. The coefficient of friction 
is then determined as the ratio of this sliding forced to the tire load. 
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RRCs by UTQG wet traction grade, combined Ecos and RMA data. 

 

 

A scatter graph of all 196 tyres (Figure below) in the combined data set does not exhibit any 

noticeable association between RRC and tread wear rating
12

. In other words, it is not 

possible to conclude whether there is any trade-off between RRC and treadwear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
12

 The UTQG tread wear grade is a comparative rating generated from the results of an outdoor highway test 

course in which the subject tire is run in a convoy with several standardized “course-monitoring” tires. After 7,200 
miles, the subject tire‟s wear rate is compared with that of the monitoring tires. Tires are rated for tread wear as 
part of UTQG. These grades are numerical, and most assigned values range from 100 to 800. The scale is an 
index intended to reflect relative wear life. In general, tires graded 400 should outwear tires graded 200.The 
relative performance of tires, however, depends on the conditions of use, and therefore it may depart significantly 
from the norm because of variations in operating conditions and maintenance. 
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RRC and UTQG Tread Wear Grade (combined 

dataset)

 

Further disaggregation by graphing (Figure below) only those S or T
13

 tires with 15-inch rim 

diameters suggests the possibility of a relationship between rolling resistance and UTQG 

tread wear grade, which warrants more data for thorough statistical analysis involving more 

explanatory variables. Figure below shows that tyres with higher wear life tend to have 

higher RRC.  

Scatter graphs of RRC and UTQG tread wear ratings, combined data set but tires 

with speed rating of S or T and 15-inch rim diameter. 

 

 

 

                                                      
13

 Speed rating 180-190 km/t, for family cars or vans 
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Research TRB which investigated trade-offs stated that: 

 The effects of reductions in rolling resistance on tire wear life and scrap tires are 

difficult to estimate because of the various ways by which rolling resistance can 

be reduced. 

 Changing tyre tread to reduce rolling resistance may affect traction, but the 

consequences would be „undetectable‟. 

3.3.8 TUV Europe Study (2004 – 2005) 

A study by TUV in Europe in 2004 & 2005, based on 183 tyre lines based on 12 tyre 

segments
14

, purchased directly on the European replacement market, examined the 

relationship between rolling resistance and wet grip and with treadwear. In this study the 

test findings on rolling resistance has been converted into fuel efficiency indices. An index 

of greater 100 indicates better performance. The results are summarised in the Figures 

below. 

 No clear pattern exists, though some tyres have good performance in both dimensions 

below.  

 For some tyres wet braking performance is achieved at the cost of fuel efficiency.  

 Safety and long wear life along with fuel efficiency is possible with high cost technology.  

Fuel Efficiency and Wet Braking 

  

Fuel Efficiency and Wear Performance 

 
 

Note: Each type of marker shows a tyre segment.  

 

 

                                                      
14

 Summer, Winter, Sport, 4x4, Light truck, etc. Please see Annex for more details.  
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3.3.9 California Energy Commission’s (CEC) Fuel Efficient Tire Programme (2003) 

The CEC in consultation with the California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) 

has adopted and implementing a tyre energy efficiency programme of statewide 

applicability for replacement tires for passenger cars and light-duty trucks. A workshop in 

2007 was conducted to discuss with and receive input from members of the public and 

interested parties about the Energy Commission efforts to develop and implement a 

comprehensive fuel efficient tyre programme.  

CEC study15 examined traction, tread wear, tyre prices, and overall customer satisfaction 

in the context of rolling resistance. 43 tyre models were tested for rolling resistance testing 

under SAE J1269 testing guidelines.  

Main findings 

No clear trend that would indicate a strong correlation between rolling resistance (RRC) and 

traction. The most fuel-efficient tyre tested had a rolling resistance coefficient of 0.62 – 

about 60% less than the least fuel-efficient tyre tested. The majority of the tyres achieved a 

rolling resistance coefficient between 0.9 and 1.2. 

The findings showed a wide range of tread wear ratings both by tire size and by RRC. The 

tire that has been highly optimized for low rolling resistance exhibits a low tread wear rating, 

but the next three highest scoring tires all deliver above average tread wear performance. 

This comparison shows that there is no significant relationships between tyre tread wear 

rating and its rolling resistance characteristics. 

RRC and traction performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
15

 http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-01-31_600-03-001CRVOL2.PDF 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/reports/2003-01-31_600-03-001CRVOL2.PDF
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RRC and treadwear 

 

Spider chart showing potential trade-offs 

 

In the spider chart above, the reference tire achieves nominal performance of 100 on all 

design aspects, while the hypothetical low rolling resistance tire achieves major 

improvements in rolling resistance and minor improvements in wet traction and snow 

traction at the cost of a slightly higher price and slight reductions in dry traction and 

longevity. 

3.3.10 TUV study for German Federal Environment Agency (2002) 

Study investigated rolling noise, rolling-resistance (RRC), aquaplaning and wet-braking 

characteristics of various tyres in the dimensions155/60 R14, 165/70 R14, 185/60 R14, 

195/65 R15, 205/55 R16 und 225/45 R17. Each tyre population comprised between 3 and 
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11 tyre brands selected according to market relevance, covering a broad range from 

outstanding to poor performance in the single criteria. 

Main Findings 

 

Note: Wet Braking - tyres were tested for deceleration (m/s
2
). The greater the deceleration the better is wet braking 

performance.  
Source: http://www.umweltdaten.de/publikationen/fpdf-l/3163.pdf   

 Of the ten tyre groups 5 had a negative correlation between RRC and WB. 

 Smaller tyres tend to have positive correlation between RRC and noise.  

 Winter tyres tend to have positive correlation between RRC and WG i.e. WG is better 

with higher RRCs.  

 Winter tyres tend to have negative correlation between RRC and noise i.e. winter tyres 

with low RRC tend to be noisier.  

The study also classified tyres by – premium, mid and budget category. The performance of 

the main tyre attribute for two of the tyre sizes is shown below. The premium tyres mainly 

tend to have optimum performance on all fronts, although at higher price. 

Summer Tyres 185/60 R14 (N=7) 

 

Summer Tyres 205/55 R16 (N=8) 

http://www.umweltdaten.de/publikationen/fpdf-l/3163.pdf
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Note: -Relative noise emission: a higher percentage means a higher noise emission (i.e. >100% is 
worse) 
-Relative deceleration: a higher percentage means a better braking performance (i.e. >100% is better) 
-Relative rolling resistance: a higher percentage means a higher the rolling resistance (i.e. >100% is 
worse) 
-Relative floating speed: a higher percentage means a better aquaplaning behaviour (i.e. >100% is 
better) 
-Relative sales price: a higher percentage means a higher sales price (i.e. >100% is worse) 
 
 

3.4 ETRMA Spider Charts for Optimising RRCs 

ETRMA presented a Tyre Performances Integrated Approach to the European Commission 

(DG Enterprise) in July 2007. They provided evidence on potential trade-off of tyre 

performance when maximising RR for 5 tyres (passenger cars and light transport) from 

different manufacturers. The black line shows the reference performance. The 

measurement values are not given but each interval can be considered as a 10% 

improvement or deterioration
16

.  

This showed that maximising RR can reduce wet and dry grip.  

                                                      
16

 Verbal communication from ETRMA 
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PC Maximized Rolling Resistance

Endurance - Fatigue

Adherence - Wet Grip
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LT Maximized Rolling Resistance

Endurance - Fatigue

Adherence - Wet Grip

Resistance to aquaplaning
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Comfort

Wear life

Rolling resistance
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+

=

-
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4 ANNEX 4: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WET GRIP AND RATE OF 

ACCIDENTS 

This Annex summarises the available technical evidence between wet grip measurement 

and the risk of accidents Wet grip is only one safety parameter measured under specific 

conditions as set out in ISO 23671. Other important tyre related safety parameters are: road 

holding ability, directional control, deceleration ability on wet and dry surfaces at higher 

speed and aquaplaning behaviours. In this Annex, the implications on risk of accidents is 

only focused on wet grip grading as there are no agreed methods for other safety 

parameters. There is evidence and unanimous agreement from the tyre producers that 

there is a good correlation between wet grip performance and other tyre safety 

performances. 

4.1 The Relationship between Wet Grip and the Risk of Accidents 

The relationship between wet grip and rate or probability of accidents depends on the 

interplay of numerous factors. The condition, age, tread depth of the tyre, level of grip of the 

road, weather, visibility, speed of vehicle and human factors are the main factors. 

Wet grip performance of tyres is an important safety criteria as not all road surfaced provide 

the same level of grip under wet conditions. The variation in road friction for French roads is 

given in Figure 4.1 below.  

Figure 4.1: Variations in Road Friction 

Histogram of Side Force Coefficient (SFC) Values

French Roads
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Grip performance on wet road surface diminishes over time with constant use (while the 

tyre wears). The difference in brake force coefficient (BFC) for smooth and rough asphalt by 

tread depth is given below. 

 

 

 

 Smooth road (low texture) Rough road (high texture) 
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Tread depth 

(mm) 

2  7 2 7 

BFC 0.4 0.58 0.7 0.8 

Difference 45% 14% 

Note: At 80 km/hr 

Source: Staughton and Williams TRL (UK), 1970, cited in Tyres, Road surfaces and reducing 

accidents. AA Foundation for Road Safety Research. J.C. Bullas May 2004.) 

Research by Michelin based on a literature review of 35 independent papers and journals 

concluded that wet road accident risk is significantly higher than accident risk on dry road. 

The study found that on average twice as many accidents happen on a wet road than on a 

dry one. Also there was an inverse relationship between skid number (affected by road 

surface and tyre wet grip properties) and wet road traffic accidents. Roads with low skidding 

resistance resulted in higher road risk. Wet road accident rate and skid number had a non-

linear relationship (see figure 4.2 below). Skidding resistance is a function of tyre and road 

forces.  

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Accidents and Road Friction 

 

The main reasons from the study as to why wet road accident risk is significantly higher 

than accident risk on dry road is explained by the following reasons related to wet weather: 

 Influence on physiological and psychological characteristics of people 

 Reduction in the driving visibility 

 Water on roads causes glare 

 Water on roads reduces the visibility of road markings 

 Reduction of the tyre/road forces (skidding resistance) 
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A study from the University of Aachen in Germany also shows that accident probability 

increases for lower „μ‟ friction values (grip factor). Braking distance is directly correlated to 

road friction value (Figure 4.3).  

Figure 4.3: Accident Probability and SFC 
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A study by TÜV (2003)
17

 analysed the main car components responsible for accidents. 

Among accidents due to technical failures resulting in personal injury or fatalities which 

represent 25% of all accidents, the share of tyre failures amounted to 45% within the past 

10 years in Germany (Table 4.1). Similar ratios for Switzerland, Finland and the US are 

given in Table 4.2. However, the total percentage of tyre-related accidents in all reported 

motor vehicle accidents (not just technical defects) involving personal injury in Germany 

and Switzerland is 0.4% and 0.1% in Italy (see Table 4.2). According to TÜV (2003), the 

national differences in reporting, recording and researching accidents do not allow a 

completely valid comparison to be drawn between the various countries. 

Table 4.1: Technical Defects by Main Car Components in Germany 

 

 

                                                      
17

 TÜV (2003) „Survey on motor vehicle tyres and related aspects‟ 

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/automotive/projects/report_motor_vehicle_tyres.pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/automotive/projects/report_motor_vehicle_tyres.pdf
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Table 4.2: Country Findings – Share of Tyre Related Accidents among Accidents Involving Technical Failures  

Country 

Tyre defect/ 
accident leading 

to injury or 
death 

Year Source Notes 

Germany 

44.20% 2001 SBD 

         1993-2002 the total incidence of tyre defects has been decreasing at 
nearly regular levels.

51.5%  of casualty accidents due solely tyre failure [1] & rising rate of 
vehicles with  faulty tyres linked to driving behaviour 

36.50% 1996-2000 DEKRA 

         Tyre failure most frequent technical failure to be a direct cause of an 
accident

         majority of tyre failures causing accidents due to poor maintenance  

Switzerland 9.10% 2001 S.B.U. 
         High proportion of drivers switching between summer and snow 

tyres possible reason for low percentage

Italy 0.10% 2001 
Instituo 

Nazionale di 
Statistica 

         Only blowouts or excessive wear considered as defects

         12% of vehicles inspected during tyre campaign were damaged

Finland 19% 1998-2000 VALT 
         Most tyre failures caused by  the use of inappropriate tyres for 

weather condition and poorly maintained tyres  

Northern Ireland 0.17% 2002 PNI          Only blow outs considered as a tyre failure

USA 11% 2001 NCSA & FARS 

         Tyre failure 2nd most frequent vehicle related factor in fatal crashes

         1.1% of all vehicles involved in fatal crash had tyre problems

         Light trucks had higher rates of tyre failures than did passenger cars

Japan 66%a 1996-2000 ITARDA 
         the use of summer tyres in snow and excessive tread wear were the 

2 most common defects
a  % of total accidents due to  “inadequate maintenance” rather than total accident leading to injury or death 

Source: TÜV (2003)  

Note: 
a
 % of total accidents due to “inadequate maintenance” rather than total accident leading to injury or death 
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SBD =Federal Statistics Office Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland) 
SBU =Schweizerische Beratungsstelle Fur Unfallverhutung 
GUT = Gesellschaft fur Technische Uberwachung mbH 
INS = Instituo Nazionale di Statistica 
VALT= Finish Motor Insuers‟ Centre/Traffic Safety Committee of Insurance Companies  
VIT = Swedish National Road and Traffic Research Institute  
NCSA = National Centre for Statistics and Analysis  
FARS = Fatality Analysis Reporting System  
ITARDA = Institute for Traffic Accident Research and Data Analysis (Japan)  
PNI = Police Services Northern Ireland 
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Table 4.3: Sources of Tyre Failures 

 

37% of all tyre defects identified were due to insufficient or wrong maintenance (Table 4.3). 

This implies that the driver or mechanic can play an important role if tyres are inspected 

regularly and maintained properly. 

Tyres have the highest or second highest share of all accidents involving technical failures, 

in nearly all considered areas in Europe, Japan, and the US.  Across all of these areas the 

majority of tyre failures were caused by poor maintenance, or the use of improper tyres for 

the weather conditions.      

Main conclusions 

 Not all tyres have same level of grip and this varies significantly across Europe.  

 Grip performance of tyres on wet road diminishes as roads wear over time.  

 The risk of accidents on wet road is higher, as the grip of road surface is lower. 

Therefore, the wet grip performance of the tyre becomes critical.  

 A tyre with low grip performance implies higher risks of accidents on wet road below a 

certain level for skid resistance.  

 The total percentage of tyre-related accidents in all reported motor vehicle accidents 

(not just technical defects) involving personal injury in Germany and Switzerland is 

0.4% and 0.1% in Italy
18

.  

 The main responsibility for tyre failures from the statistics is attributed to the 

drivers/vehicle owners, resulting predominantly from failure to perform proper 

maintenance.  

This and previous studies have found that tyre-related accident data is very scarce. In most 

cases it is not extensive or detailed enough for conclusive insight on the relationship 

between accidents and relevant tyre attributes. Understandably, the industry itself, both 

vehicle and tyre manufacturers, is very sensitive about publishing results and statistics of 

their own accident research or complaint departments.  

The complexity of car accidents means that tyre often given second consideration (unless a 

failure or defect such as a burst tyre is responsible) as human errors are by far the main 

cause. Most accident reports lack the required details on tyre condition. This makes it 

extremely difficult to determine the actual influence of tyres – correct fit, were they mounted 

properly, load/speed index, tread depth and wet grip index.   

 

                                                      
18

TÜV (2003) „Survey on motor vehicle tyres and related aspects‟  
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4.2 Road Safety and the Social Costs of Road Traffic Accidents 

The lack of a quantitative relationship between changes in wet grip performance and the 

number and severity of road accidents and related injuries and fatalities prevents a direct 

assessment of the effects of including wet grip in the tyre labelling. 

We note that:  

 The market transformation to LRRTs can be achieved by compromising wet grip 

performance if low cost methods are used 

 Reductions in wet grip performance increase braking distances 

 Longer braking distances increase the risk of accidents. 

From the literature, road traffic accidents in 13 EU countries
19

 led to about 45,000 deaths 

and more than 1.5 million people injured in 1993, representing an estimated cost of €150 

million
20

. These costs were based on lost productive capacity, human costs, medical/non-

medical rehabilitation, damage to property, administration costs and other costs. According, 

to a report from the UNECE
21

, the number of people killed and injured in Europe in 2004 

was 100,000 and 2 million respectively (Figure 4.4 and 4.5).  

Figure 4.4 Killed in Road Accidents 

 

Source: UNECE (2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
19

 Countries: Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, United Kingdom and Yugoslavia 

20
 CORDIS - COST 313 Socio-economic Cost of Road Accidents (http://cordis.europa.eu/cost-transport/src/cost-

313.htm)  

21
 Statistics Of Road Traffic Accidents In Europe And North America, Economic Commission For Europe, 

Geneva (2007). http://www.unece.org/trans/main/wp6/transstatpub.html 

http://cordis.europa.eu/cost-transport/src/cost-313.htm
http://cordis.europa.eu/cost-transport/src/cost-313.htm
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Figure 4.5 Injured in Road Accidents 

 

Source: UNECE (2007) 

 

Road accidents have many negative consequences which from the viewpoint of society are 

regarded as socio-economic costs. The main purpose of calculating the socio-economic 

costs of accidents is to evaluate accident consequences that might be avoided by road and 

vehicle safety measures.  

In a recent international comparison of the social costs of road accidents, Trawn et al. 

(2003) valued the costs per casualty type and per accident in Belgium. Empirical data are 

provided on human and economic production losses as well as on direct accident costs 

such as medical costs, hospital visiting costs, accelerated funeral costs, property damage, 

administrative costs of insurance companies, litigation costs, police and fire department 

costs, and congestion costs. In Belgium the unit cost of a road casualty is estimated at 

€2.36m per fatal casualty, €850,000 per seriously injured casualty and €35,000 per slightly 

injured victim. These results are consistent with valuations reported in other high-income 

countries. The total costs of road accidents in 2002 in Belgium was estimated to be around 

€7.2 billion (2004 prices), or 2.6% of gross domestic product.   

The above information was used to work out the social costs of road traffic accidents in 

Europe (Table 4.4). The unit cost per casualty, calculated as a weighted average, based on 

the total number of fatal accidents and accidents resulting in injury was around € 0.96 

million. The total cost of road accidents using unit cost per casualty from Belgium as 

indicative for the whole of Europe was around €2 billion in 2004.  

Table 4.4: Estimated EU Social Costs of Road Traffic Accidents, 2002 (2004 prices) 

 
Unit Cost per 

Casualty (€mil.) 
No of Casualties 

(2004) 
Total Cost 

(€mil.) 

Fatal casualty 2.36 100,000 235,576 

Seriously injured 0.85 
2,000,000 1,769,954 

Slight injury 0.03 

Total
 

0.96
a
 2,100,000 2,005,530 

Source: UNECE (2007) and Trawn et. al.(2003)   

Note: 
a
Weighted average sing the total number of casualties in Europe 
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5 ANNEX 5: UNIT COSTS AND BENEFITS OF LOW RR TYRE FOR 

C1, C2 AND C3 TYRES 

This Annex provides the results of detailed analysis of the costs and benefits of changes in 

rolling resistance on fuel and related CO2 emissions savings and on tyre production costs. 

The information is intended to complement the data already provided in the main report. 

5.1 Improved Fuel Efficiency and Fuel Cost Savings 

5.1.1 RR and fuel consumption 

A summary of RR contribution to fuel consumption is given in Table 5.1a and 5.1b below. 

This shows the contribution of tyres to total fuel consumption. The tyre contribution to fuel 

consumption depends on use characteristics, vehicle specifications and the tyre‟s energy 

efficiency.  

Table 5.1a Rolling resistance contribution to fuel consumption for a passenger car 

 

Source: Barand and Boker, 2008, SAE 

Table 5.1b Rolling resistance contribution to fuel consumption for a heavy truck 

 

Source: Barand and Boker, 2008, SAE 

The CEC study
22

 on cost-effectiveness of LRRTs conducted a number of tests. The results 

from these simulations confirmed that tyre rolling resistance has different effects under 

different driving conditions and vehicle speeds. For example, tyre rolling resistance has 

more of an effect in highway driving conditions than at a constant speed of 50 mph, but less 

of an effect in urban driving conditions. The highway fuel economy test yielded a return ratio 

of 1:5.3, or more than a 2% fuel economy change for every 10% change in rolling 

resistance. The urban fuel economy test yielded a return ratio of 1:9.6, or about a 1% fuel 

economy change for every 10% change in rolling resistance. 

A short review of relevant literature, presented in the TNO study, has revealed the range of 

the CO2 reduction potential of LRRTs. Table 5.2 summarises the reduction potential 

retrieved from various bibliographic sources. The first remark that can be made on these 

data is that there is an evident inconsistency on what is considered low friction tyre. This 

was expected due to the lack of specific definition of low rolling resistance tyres (LLRT). 

Two major approaches are distinguished; reduction potential expressed with regard to a 

                                                      
22

 California state fuel-efficient Tyre report: Volume II, January 2003 
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certain rolling resistance decrease (usually 10%) or expressed in relation to the generalised 

idea of a low rolling resistance tyre. It is estimated that the second equals approximately a 

20% reduction of the resistance factor compared to average. Additionally, a clear difference 

is observed between older estimates [IEA 1993] and newer ones. This difference reveals 

the aforementioned technological improvements that were achieved during the last decade. 

Table 5.2 Impact of reducing RRC on fuel consumption/CO2 emissions 

 

Source: TNO (2006) 

Calculations by Barand and Boker (2008) on the impact of reducing RRC by 1kg/ton for a 

medium sized EU gasoline (petrol) and diesel car under NEDC indicates that, assuming 

that the EU passenger car fleet comprises of 50% gasoline and 50% diesel vehicles, a 1kg/t 

reduction in RRC leads to 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption. The 1.5% reduction is 

equivalent to a fuel saving of 0.12 l/100km and a CO2 saving of 3 g/km for the EU Fleet 

average in 2008. The effect of a 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption on average EU 

Passenger Car fleet from 2012 to 2020 is shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Effect of a 1.5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on the Average EU 

Passenger Car Fleet / C1 tyres (l/100km), 2012-2020 

 

EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption  

1.5% of EU 
Fleet 

Average Fuel 
Consumption  

EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption 

Following 
Reduction  

 l/100km l/100km l/100km 

2012 7.3 0.11 7.2 

2013 7.2 0.11 7.0 

2014 7.0 0.10 6.9 

2015 6.8 0.10 6.7 

2016 6.7 0.10 6.6 

2017 6.5 0.10 6.4 

2018 6.4 0.10 6.3 

2019 6.3 0.09 6.2 

2020 6.2 0.09 6.1 
Source: ETRTO and CARS 21  

 

For C2 tyres fitted on commercial vehicles, we assume the same relation (1kg/t reduction in 

RRC leads to 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption) as passenger cars. However, for 

commercial vehicles (CVs), we assume that the EU fleet comprises of 100% diesel 

vehicles. The fuel saving estimates of a 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption for EU average 

CV/LT fleet from 2012 to 2020 is given in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Effect of a 1.5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on the Average EU CV/LT 

Fleet / C2 tyres (l/100km), 2012-2020 

 

EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption  

1.5% of EU 
Fleet 

Average Fuel 
Consumption  

EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption 

Following 
Reduction  

 l/100km l/100km l/100km 

2012 12.0 0.18 11.8 

2013 11.9 0.18 11.7 

2014 11.8 0.18 11.6 

2015 11.7 0.17 11.5 

2016 11.5 0.17 11.4 

2017 11.4 0.17 11.3 

2018 11.3 0.17 11.1 

2019 11.2 0.17 11.0 

2020 11.1 0.17 10.9 
Source: ETRTO and CARS 21  

For C3 tyres fitted on heavy duty vehicles (HDVs), on average 1.0kg/t reduction in RRC 

leads to a 5%
23

 lower fuel consumption (from Table 5.5 and INFRAS, 2007). According to 

the INFRAS (2007) report, a 15% reduction in the rolling resistance value from the PHEM
24

 

model leads to a reduction in fuel consumption by approximately 4% (urban driving) to 7% 

(highway driving). In total a 5% to 6% reduction in the specific fuel consumption can be 

achieved by tyre optimisation. This is equivalent to an average saving in fuel of 1.54 

l/100km
25

 for a heavy duty truck, assuming a specific fuel consumption of 28 l/100km 

(INFRAS, 2007). For heavy trucks the impact of low RR tyres depends on use, load and in 

the case of a trailer where the load is situated (front, middle or rear). The 5% reduction in 

fuel consumption based on a 1 kg/t reduction for a heavy truck is assumed to be 

representative of the average EU trucks and buses fleet due to the absence of test data for 

heavy duty vehicles of different sizes. The absolute impact of a 5% reduction in fuel 

consumption for a smaller truck will be lower than a bigger truck.  

Table 5.5: Fuel Savings for 1kg/t reduction in RR, Heavy Duty Vehicles / C3 tyres 

 
Source: Barand and Boker (2008), Note: Average fuel saving reduction is 4.25% 

                                                      
23

 Average of 4.25% from Table 5.4 and 5.5% from INFRAS (2007) 

24
 Passenger car and Heavy duty vehicle Emission Model. The PHEM model has been developed in several 

international and national projects, namely the EU 5th research framework program ARTEMIS, the COST 346 
initiative and the German-Austrian-Swiss cooperation on the Handbook of Emission Factors. 

25
 5.5% of 28l/100km 
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The fuel saving estimates of a 5% reduction in fuel consumption for EU Average TBs fleet 

from 2012 to 2020 is given in Table 5.6. As for C2 tyres, we assume that the EU fleet 

comprises of 100% diesel vehicles 

Table 5.6: Effect of a 5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on the Average EU TBs 

Fleet / C3 tyres (l/100km), 2012-2020 

 

EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption  

5% of EU Fleet 
Average Fuel 
Consumption  

EU Fleet Average Fuel 
Consumption Following 

Reduction  

 l/100km l/100km l/100km 

2012 25.7 1.29 24.5 

2013 25.6 1.28 24.4 

2014 25.5 1.28 24.2 

2015 25.4 1.27 24.1 

2016 25.4 1.27 24.1 

2017 25.3 1.27 24.1 

2018 25.3 1.26 24.0 

2019 25.3 1.26 24.0 

2020 25.2 1.26 24.0 
Source: TREMOVE, TNO Estimates 

 

5.2 CO2 emissions 

The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will change over time with improvements in 

vehicle technology. The impact of 1.5% reduction in fuel consumption on the average 

passenger car type approval (TA) CO2 g/km and „real world‟ (RW) CO2 g/km from 2012 to 

2020 is shown in Table 5.7 below. 

Table 5.7: Effect of a 1.5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on CO2 Emissions of the 

Average EU PC Fleet / C1 tyres (CO2 g/km), 2012-2020 

  
EU Fleet Average 

1.5% of EU Fleet 
Average CO2 

EU Fleet Average 
CO2 Following 

Reduction 

  
TA CO2 

g/km 
RW CO2 

g/km 
TA CO2 

g/km 
RW CO2 

g/km 
TA CO2 

g/km 
RW CO2 

g/km 

2012 152 182 2.3 2.7 150 179 

2013 149 177 2.2 2.7 147 174 

2014 145 173 2.2 2.6 143 170 

2015 141 169 2.1 2.5 139 166 

2016 138 165 2.1 2.5 136 163 

2017 135 162 2.0 2.4 133 160 

2018 133 159 2.0 2.4 131 157 

2019 130 156 2.0 2.3 128 154 

2020 128 153 1.9 2.3 126 151 

Source: ETRTO and CARS 21 

The TA CO2 g/km projections are based on average passenger car fleet estimates adjusted 

by the CO2 g/km for new cars from the CARS 21 project (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Actual and Projected Passenger Car CO2 Emissions (g/km) 
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ETRTO has calculated the average CO2 emission (g/km) for the annual passenger car fleet 

(new and existing) based on the proportion of remaining vehicles for a given model in use 

by age (which decreases with time) and the annual km by age (Figure 5.2).  

Figure 5.2: Average Passenger Car CO2 Emission (g/km) 

 
Source: ETRTO 

The average commercial vehicle and trucks and buses „real world‟ (RW) CO2 g/km from 

2012 to 2020 is shown in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 below. A standardised driving cycle for 

CVs and TBs does not exist.  
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Table 5.8: Effect of a 1.5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on CO2 Emissions of the 

Average EU CVs/LTs Fleet / C2 tyres (CO2 g/km), 2012-2020 

 

EU Fleet 
Average 

1.5% of EU Fleet 
Average CO2  

EU Fleet Average 
CO2 Following 
Reduction 

 RW CO2 g/km RW CO2 g/km RW CO2 g/km 

2012 314 4.7 309 

2013 310 4.7 306 

2014 307 4.6 303 

2015 304 4.6 300 

2016 301 4.5 297 

2017 298 4.5 294 

2018 295 4.4 291 

2019 292 4.4 288 

2020 289 4.3 285 

Source: CV/LT – ETRTO and CARS 21, 

Table 5.9: Effect of a 5% Reduction in Fuel Consumption on CO2 Emissions of the 

Average EU TBs Fleet / C3 tyres (CO2 g/km), 2012-2020 

 

EU Fleet 
Average 

5% of EU Fleet 
Average CO2  

EU Fleet Average 
CO2 Following 
Reduction 

 RW CO2 g/km RW CO2 g/km RW CO2 g/km 

2012 672  33.6 638  

2013 669  33.4 635  

2014 666  33.3 633  

2015 663  33.1 630  

2016 662  33.1 629  

2017 661  33.0 628  

2018 660  33.0 627  

2019 659  32.9 626  

2020 658  32.9 625  

Source: TREMOVE Model, TNO Estimate 

5.2.1 Fuel cost savings 

The estimated impact of a given reduction in RRC on fuel consumption allows an estimate 

of fuel cost savings per tyre for each vehicle given a lifetime tyre use. 

 Annual mileage 

(km) 

Tyre Life 

(Years) 

Total Tyre mileage 

(km) 

C1 – Passenger cars 16,000 2.5 40,000 

C2 – Light transport 22,000 1.8 39,600 

C3 – Trucks and Buses 60,000 1.6 96,000 

Source: TNO (2006), INFRAS (2006) 
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The level of future fuel cost savings depend on the future level of oil prices. This is highly 

uncertain, although future prices are expected to rise in real terms compared to current 

prices. The impact assessment has used three long term oil price scenarios to 2020 (Table 

5.10). The fuel cost (i.e. the fuel price excluding all taxes) heavily depends on the price of 

oil. A relation between oil price and fuel cost has been determined in (TNO 2006) (See Box 

5.1 for the methodology). 

Table 5.10: Future EU Oil and Fuel Price Scenarios in 2020 

  

Oil 
price 
€/bbl 

Avg Fuel price 
€/lt (exc. Fuel 
Tax and VAT) 

Avg Fuel price 
€/lt (inc. Fuel 
Tax and VAT) 

Diesel price €/lt 
(inc Fuel Tax, 

exc. VAT) 

Scenario 1  50 0.41 1.03 0.80 

Scenario 2 75 0.61 1.28 1.02 

Scenario 3 100 0.80 1.53 1.23 

Source: Eurostat, TNO Estimates 

Note: Relation between oil price and fuel price (with and without tax) is based on the 

average EU-27 diesel and petrol price (with and without tax) provided by Eurostat 

Box 5.1 Methodology for determining fuel prices as function of the oil price 

Assessment of societal costs is based on costs / prices exclusive of taxes. Assessment of costs at the 

user level are based on prices incl. all applicable taxes. In case the user is a consumer this includes 

VAT. 

The price of automotive fuel at the pump is the sum of: 

- the fuel cost exclusive of taxes 
o cost for production and distribution of the fuel 

- taxes 
o excise duties (often fixed in €/litre) 
o VAT (a percentage of fuel price before VAT) 

Relation between fuel price with and without tax 

Based on an analysis of fuel price data on EU-27 from Eurostat with and without tax
26

 the following 

approximate linear relations between fuel price with and without tax have been derived for the EU: 

 fuel price incl. taxes = a * fuel price excl. taxes + b 

coefficients for relation between fuel price incl. all taxes and fuel price excl. taxes 

 petrol diesel average       

(50%-50%) 

a = 1,2554 1,2943 1,27485 

b = 0,5874 0,4269 0,50715 

Fuel price without tax as function of oil price 

The fuel cost (i.e. the fuel price excluding all taxes) heavily depends on the price of oil. A relation 

between oil price and fuel cost has been determined in [TNO 2006]. This linear relation is given by: 

 fuel cost = c * oil price + d 

                                                      
26

 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=1996,39140985&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL&screen
=detailref&language=en&product=Yearlies_new_environment_energy&root=Yearlies_new_environment_energy/
H/H2/H21/ebc24848 

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=1996,39140985&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL&screen
=detailref&language=en&product=Yearlies_new_environment_energy&root=Yearlies_new_environment_energy/
H/H2/H21/ebc25360 
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with fuel cost in €/litre and oil price in €/bbl, and the coefficients: 

 c = 0,0079 

d = 0,0126 

In [TNO 2006] fuel costs are assumed roughly equal for petrol and diesel. 

Fuel price with tax as function of oil price 

Combination of the above leads to the following approximate relation between fuel price incl. tax and oil 

price: 

 fuel price incl. tax = e * oil price + f 

with fuel price in €/litre and oil price in €/bbl, and the coefficients: 

 e = a * c 

f = a * d + b 

and: 

coefficients for relation between fuel price incl. all taxes and oil price 

 petrol diesel average (50%-

50%) 

e = 0,0099 0,0102 0,0101 

f = 0,6032 0,4432 0,5232 

For assessments of costs to commercial users (companies) the fuel price excl. of VAT is the relevant 

parameter. As an EU average VAT level we have taken 19%. Prices excl. VAT are 1/(1+VAT) times the 

prices including VAT, leading to alternative coefficients for the relation between fuel price (excl. VAT) 

and oil price: 

coefficients for relation between fuel price excl. VAT and oil price 

 petrol diesel average (50%-

50%) 

e = 0,0083 0,0086 0,0085 

f = 0,6032 0,4432 0,5232 
 

The fuel cost savings for passenger cars / C1 tyres is calculated by multiplying the change 

in fuel consumption due to the change in RRC of 1kg/t per band by fuel prices assuming 

that the EU passenger car fleet is 50% petrol and 50% diesel. For commercial vehicles and 

trucks and buses it is assumed that the fleet is 100% diesel.  

The fuel cost savings per tyre for passenger cars resulting from a change of 1.0 kg/t is 

presented in Table 5.11. Since the fleet average fuel consumption (l/100km) and CO2 g/km 

reduces over time, the fuel cost savings per tyre from a one band change decreases during 

the period 2012-2020. Fuel costs savings should be considered as savings per set of 4 

tyres. This is because the fuel savings from the use of low RR tyres would only apply if all 

four tyres are changed at the same time.  
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Table 5.11: PCs Life-time Fuel Cost Savings (€) per C1 Tyre from a 1 Band Change – 

1.0kg/t bandwidth (1.5% fuel saving per 1.0 kg/t reduction)), inc. tax and VAT, for all 

Oil Price Scenarios 

 Fuel Cost Saving per Tyre (€) 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

2012             11.3              14.0                 16.8  

2013              11.0              13.7                 16.4  

2014              10.7              13.4                 16.0  

2015              10.5              13.1                 15.6  

2016              10.3              12.8                 15.3  

2017              10.0              12.5                 15.0  

2018                9.8              12.3                 14.7  

2019                9.7              12.0                 14.4  

2020               9.5              11.8                 14.2  

Source: GHK estimate 
Note: Takes into consideration tyre lifetime 

Since the CVs/LTs fleet average fuel consumption (l/100km) and CO2 g/km reduces over 

time, the fuel cost savings per tyre from a one band change decreases during the period 

2012-2020. Fuel costs savings for CVs/LTs should be considered as savings per a set of 4 

C2 tyres
27

. This is because the fuel savings from the use of low RR tyres would only apply if 

all four tyres are changed at the same time. Vat is excluded for TB and CV/LT as 

commercial vehicle operators can recover all the VAT on their business purchases 

including fuel and tyres.  

Table 5.12: CVs/LTs Life-time Fuel Cost Savings (€) per C2 Tyre from a 1 Band 

Change – 1.0kg/t bandwidth (1.5% fuel saving per 1.0 kg/t reduction)), inc. tax and 

exc. VAT, for all Oil Price Scenarios 

 Fuel Cost Saving per Tyre (€) 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

2012             14.5              18.3                 22.2  

2013              14.3              18.1                 22.0  

2014              14.2              18.0                 21.8  

2015              14.0              17.8                 21.5  

2016              13.9              17.6                 21.3  

2017              13.7              17.4                 21.1  

2018              13.6              17.3                 20.9  

2019              13.5              17.1                 20.7  

                                                      
27

 Please not that some light transport vehicles have 6 tyres but on average we have assumed a set of 4 tyres for 

CVs/LTs.   
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2020             13.3              16.9                 20.5  

Source: GHK estimate 
Note: Takes into consideration tyre lifetime 

Since the TBs fleet average fuel consumption (l/100km) and CO2 g/km also reduces over 

time, the fuel cost savings per tyre from a one band change decreases during the period 

2012-2020. Fuel costs savings for TBs should be considered as savings per a given set of 

tyres. This is because the fuel savings from the use of low RR tyres would only apply if all 

tyres are changed at the same time. The exact set of tyres for TBs differs by type of truck or 

bus. The number of tyres can range from 6 to 18 depending on whether it is a rigid truck or 

a long haul trailer. Some heavy hauler trucks may even have more than 18 tyres. We have 

assumed a set of 10 tyres as a representative average. However, this value is an expert 

judgement of GHK/TNO.  

Table 5.13: TBs Life-time Fuel Cost Savings (€) per Tyre from a 1 Band Change – 

1.0kg/t bandwidth (5% fuel saving per 1.0 kg/t reduction)), inc. tax and exc. VAT, for 

Oil Price Scenarios 

 Fuel Cost Saving per Tyre (€) 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

2012                99                126                  152  

2013                 99                125                  152  

2014                 98                125                  151  

2015                 98                124                  150  

2016                 98                124                  150  

2017                 98                124                  150  

2018                 97                123                  150  

2019                 97                123                  149  

2020                97                123                  149  

 Source: GHK estimate: Note: Takes into consideration tyre lifetime 
 

5.3 Additional Costs of Low RR Tyres  

In addition to the discussion on additional cost of LRRTs in the main report, it should also 

be pointed out that the contribution of the four main tyre components towards lower RR 

differs by size of tyre for different vehicle segment (Figure 5.4 below). For example, the 

sidewall of a SUV tyre contributes nearly 20% to RR compared to tyres for A/B type 

vehicles. This means that the technology used for reducing RR based on the low, medium 

and high cost option above would be different for different tyre sizes. This adds another 

cost dimension to the tyre manufacturer but cannot be quantified explicitly. 
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Figure 5.4: Finite Element Analysis Estimation of Tyre Component Contribution to 

RR 

 

Source: from tyre companies 

5.4 Additional Cost per Tyre for Trucks and Buses – C3 Tyres 

The weighted average price (based on the stock of truck and bus from TREMOVE
28

) 

inclusive of VAT was around €253 and €205 excluding VAT (at 19%).  

Tyre Size Tyre Type Price (€) inc of VAT 

Tyre size 315/80 
Steering and Drive axle tyre, 
truck (long distance) eg. 16-32 
tonne or  >32 tonne 350 

Tyre size 275/70 
Steering and Drive axle tyre, 
bus 250 

Tyre size 215/75 
Steering and Drive axle tyre, 
truck (local transport) eg. 3.5 
to 7.7tonne 150 

Weighted Average
a  253 

Source: Average price estimates from tyre producers and Tyre size categories from TUV (2000), 
a
 

GHK estimate 

The additional cost of a freight carrying HDV tyre is in the range of €50 per tyre (INFRAS, 

2007). We assume that this additional cost only applies to bigger heavy duty vehicle tyres 

(Tyre size 315/80)
29

. It is expected that the price premium for smaller TBs tyres will be 

lower but there is not sufficient information to support this. The price premium for the impact 

assessment is thus assumed to be around 14% (€50 divided by €350, price of tyre size 

315/80) for a heavy duty vehicle tyre for a 15% reduction in RRC. We assume the 14% 

price premium to be representative of C3 tyres as buses only accounted for 7% of the total 

trucks and buses vehicle stock in 2005 (from TREMOVE).  

 

                                                      
28

 Buses only accounted for 7% of the total trucks and buses vehicle stock in 2005 from TREMOVE 

(http://www.tremove.org). TREMOVE is a transport and emissions simulation model developed for the European 
Commission. The model has been developed by the Catholic University of Leuven and Transport & Mobility 
Leuven.  

29
 Expert judgement of GHK/TNO.  

http://www.tremove.org/
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Table 5.14: Additional Production Costs per 1 kg/t Reduction in RRC, TBs – C3 tyres 

  

Average 
Market RRC 
for C3 
(summer) 
(kg/t), 2004 
SOA 

Reduction 
on average 
RRC (%) 

15% 
reduction 
from 
average 
levels in 
RRC (kg/t) 

Additional 
production 
cost for a 
15% 
reduction 
in RRC 
(%) 

Additional 
cost (% 
increase 
per 1 kg/t) 

Truck/Bus – 

summer 

(steer/trailer) 

6.37 15% 0.96 14% 15% 

Truck/Bus – 

winter (Drive) 

7.36 15% 1.10 14% 13% 

Source: INFRAS (2007), ETRMA 2004 SOA 

Thus, the average % increase in additional cost for a 1kg/t reduction in RRC is estimated to 

be approximately 15% (Table 5.14, rounding 14.5%, weighted average of 15% and 13%). 

As with passenger cars, the impact assessment assumes that the price premium increases 

in the higher bands. The 15% price premium applied to the weighted average price of a TB 

tyre, €205 (exc. VAT), leads to a price premium, excluding VAT, of around €31 (15% of 

€205) to €43 (21% of €205) for moving from one band to the next highest band (Table 

5.16a). The price premium of moving from one band to the next highest and from RRC 

Band 6 to 7 to higher bands is shown in Table 5.16a and 5.16b below.  

Price premium for C3 tyres is provided per 1kg/t change in RR for clarity and simplicity 

sake. However, it is obvious that a grading scheme should provide fleet managers with a 

sufficient discrimination among tyres and reflect real fuel savings. For C3 tyres, the fact that 

1 kg/t savings imply significantly higher fuel savings than for C1 tyres (1.29 l/100km 

compared to 0.11 l/100km), a smaller bandwidth would appear to be recommended taking 

precision of testing methods into account.    

We are only considering moving from Band 6 to 7 (average RRC for C3 tyres) to higher 

bands as a C3 tyre customer is not able to purchase tyres within the full range of RRC 

(4kg/t to 8kg/t) because of the specialist nature of tyre requirements. The RRC range 

depends on the transport use, type of axle and size of truck as shown in Table 5.15 below. 

According to one of the tyre manufacturers, in general, highway tyres (long haul) tend to 

have 5% to 10% lower RRC than regional tyres. They also suggested that on average drive 

tyres have roughly 1 kg/ton higher RRC than steer/trailer tyres. Since, a C3 tyre customer 

will not have a choice of tyres across the entire RRC range, we have therefore calculated 

the market transformation and related impact from a shift from the average RRC (Band 6 to 

7), rather than from the lowest bands, to higher bands.  

Table 5.15 C3 Tyres - RRC (kg/t) by Use and Type of Heavy Duty Vehicle 

  Large Trucks 

  
Highway Regional On and Off roads 

Drive 5.6 to 9.6 5.8 to 8.9 na 

Steer 4.7 to 6.4 4.7 to 6.7 na 

Trailer 4.3 to 5.9 5.2 to 6.8 na 

Share 30% 50% 15% 

Note: Figures above are from one Tyre Company used for internal use and are not average 

market estimates. Estimates for small trucks were not available. The remaining 5% of the 

market consists of city use and severe winter use. 

Source: Tyre producer 
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Even though there are no C3 tyres below 4 kg/t in Table 5.15, the state of market figure 

from ETRMA showed that in 2004 around 4% of C3 tyres were below 4 kg/t. Thus, it is 

expected that the share of tyres below 4kg/t would increase under the slow and fast pace of 

change assumption as given in Table 6.13 and 6.14 till 2020.  

Table 5.16a: Price Premium for Moving from One Band to the Next Highest (RR only 

labelling, 1 kg/t), TBs – C3 tyres 

       

price premium below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6  6 to 7 7 to 8 Above 8 

price premium 21% 17% 15% 0%     

RR labelling (inc. of VAT) 52 42 38 0     

RR labelling (exc. of VAT) 43 35 31 0     

 

Table 5.16b:  Price Premium for Moving to Higher Bands Compared to Band 6 to 7 

(RR only labelling, 1 kg/t), TBs – C3 tyres 

       

price premium below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6  6 to 7 7 to 8 Above 8 

price premium 53% 32% 15% 0%   

RR labelling (inc. of 
VAT) 132 80 38 0    

RR labelling (exc. of 
VAT) 108 65 31 0    

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding 

The additional cost and fuel cost saving per tyre allows the payback period for a Truck or a 

Bus customer (Table 5.17) to be calculated. For example, if a customer purchases 10 tyres 

from Band 5 to 6 then this will cost them an additional €310 (exc. VAT) compared to band 6 

to 7 (from Table 5.16a). C3-Tyres are expected to last 1.6 years on average (and average 

mileage of 100,000km) during which a set of 10 tyres purchased in 2012 would provide 

(under oil price scenario 2) €1,260 worth of fuel cost savings (€126x10, from Table 5.13). 

This gives a pay-back period of around 5 months under the RR only labelling
30

. 

Table 5.17: Average payback period in 2013 for TBs (C3 – Tyres), for Moving to 

Higher Bands Compared to band 6 to 7 to higher bands, months (RR only labelling, 1 

kg/t)  

  3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6  6 to 7 7 to 8 Above 8 

Pay back (months) inc. VAT 7 6 6 0 0  

Pay back (months) exc. VAT 5 5 5  0  0   
Source: GHK estimate, Based on oil price scenario 2 inc. fuel tax and exc. VAT 

 

5.5 Summary Tables for Net Cost Savings for C2 and C3 

Table 5.18a and 5.18b below shows net cost savings for incremental change to higher 

bands and move from the lowest to higher bands for C2 tyres. The additional cost of LRRTs 

for C2 tyres is assumed to be the same as C1 tyres.  

 

 

                                                      
30

 €310 divided by €66.3 fuel savings per month (€1,260/19mths).  
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Table 5.18a: Net Cost Savings (€) per Tyre per Band, from One Band to the Next 

Highest, for a Reduction of RRC of 1kg/t, 2020 (exc. VAT), RR only labelling, CVs – C2 

Tyres 

RRC (kg/t) 
Fuel saving per 

band 
(€ per tyre) 

Additional costs 
of LRRTs 

(€ per tyre) 

Net cost 
saving 

(€) 

above 10.5       

9.5 to 10.5 16.9 1.6 15.3 

8.5 to 9.5 16.9 1.8 15.1 

7.5 to 8.5 16.9 2.0 14.9 

6.5 to 7.5 16.9 2.5 14.4 

5.5 to 6.5 16.9 3.5 13.4 

Note: Based on oil price scenario 2, inclusive of fuel tax but excluding VAT 

Table 5.18b: Net Cost Savings of a Shift from Lowest to Higher Band (€ per tyre), in 

2020, CVs – C2 Tyres (exc. VAT), (RR only labelling, 1 kg/t) 

RRC (kg/t) 

Cumulative fuel 
savings per 

tyre 
(€) 

Additional 
costs per tyre 

(€) 

Net savings of a 
shift from  

lowest band to 
higher band  

(€) 

above 10.5    

9.5 to 10.5 16.9 1.6 15.3 

8.5 to 9.5 33.8 3.4 30.4 

7.5 to 8.5 50.7 5.3 45.4 

6.5 to 7.5 67.6 7.8 59.8 

5.5 to 6.5 84.5 11.3 73.2 

Note: Based on oil price scenario 2, inclusive of fuel tax but excluding VAT 

The additional tyre cost and fuel cost saving per tyre allows the payback period for an 

individual car owner to be calculated. This is shown in Table 5.19 below. For example, if a 

customer purchases 4 tyres from Band 9.5 to 10.5 then this will cost them an additional 

€6.4 (exc. VAT) compared to Band above 10.5 (from Table 5.18b). C2-Tyres are expected 

to last 1.8 years on average during which a set of 4 tyres purchased in 2012 would provide 

(under oil price scenario 2) €73 worth of fuel cost savings (€18.3x4, from Table 5.12). This 

gives a pay-back period of around 2 months under the RR only labelling
31

. 

Table 5.19: Average Payback Period in 2013 for CVs (C2 – tyres), for Moving to 

Higher Bands Compared to Lowest Band, months, (RR only labelling, 1 kg/t) 

  
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5 

Pay back (months) 
inc. VAT 

               
3  

              
3  

                     
3  

             
3  

              
2    

Pay back (months) 
exc. VAT 

               
3  

              
2  

                     
2  

             
2  

              
2    

 

                                                      
31

 €6.4 divided by €3.5 fuel savings per month (€73/22mths).  
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Table 5.20a and 5.20b below shows the net cost savings for incremental change to higher 

bands and move from Band 6 to 7 to higher bands for C3 tyres. 

Table 5.20a Net Cost Savings (€) per Tyre per Band, from One Band to the Next 

Highest, for a Reduction of RRC of 1kg/t, 2020 (exc. VAT), RR only labelling, TBs – C3 

Tyres 

RRC (kg/t) 
Fuel saving per 

band 
(€ per tyre) 

Additional 
costs of LRRTs 

(€ per tyre) 

Net cost 
saving 

(€) 

Above 8       

7 to 8 123     

6 to 7 123     

5 to 6  123 31 92 

4 to 5 123 35 88 

below 4 123 43 80 

Note: Based on oil price scenario 2, inclusive of fuel tax but excluding VAT 

Table 5.20b: Net Cost Savings of a Shift from 6 to 7 Band to Higher Band (€ per tyre), 

in 2020, RR only labelling RRC 1kg/t, TBs – C3 Tyres (exc. VAT) 

RRC (kg/t) 

Cumulative 
fuel savings 

per tyre 
(€) 

Additional 
costs per tyre 

(€) 

Net savings of a shift 
from  lowest band to 

higher band  
(€) 

Above 8       

7 to 8       

6 to 7       

5 to 6  123 31 92 

4 to 5 246 65 181 

below 4 369 108 261 

Note: Based on oil price scenario 2, inclusive of fuel tax but excluding VAT 

 

5.6 CO2 Abatement costs 

Table 5.21a: CO2 Abatement Cost (€/tonne) per Tyre per Band for a Reduction of 

RRC of 1kg/t, for CVs 2020 (ex. VAT), RR Only Labelling (assuming a set of 4 tyres 

are changed) 

 5.5 to 6.5 6.5 to 7.5 7.5 to 8.5 8.5 to 9.5 9.5 to 10.5 

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 1 -58  -89  -103  -108  -110  

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 2 -139  -169  -182  -185  -187  

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 3 -220  -250  -261  -263  -263  

Note: Fuel prices is excluding fuel tax and VAT 
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Table 5.22b: CO2 Abatement Cost (€/tonne) per Tyre per Band for a Reduction of 

RRC of 1kg/t, for TBs 2020 (ex. VAT), RR Only Labelling (assuming a set of 10 tyres 

are changed) 

 below 3 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6  

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 1   -24  -49  -60  

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 2   -107  -129  -135  

CO2 abatement 
(€/tonne) sc. 3   -191  -209  -211  

Note: Fuel prices is excluding fuel tax and VAT 
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6 ANNEX 6: MARKET SCENARIOS OF ENERGY LABELLING FOR 

C1-WINTER, C2 AND C3 

This Annex complements the data provided in the main report for C1 summer tyres with 

market analyses of the impacts of energy labelling on the remaining tyre classes. The 

reference case has been created using the ETRMA state of the market data for 2004 for all 

tyre classes. The reference case takes into consideration the proposed minimum standards 

applied in each stage till 2020 for each tyre class. 

6.1 C1 – Winter Tyres 

The reference is summarised in Table 6.1, using the ETRMA data for 2004, as the best 

available approximation to the total (OE and replacement) market tyre distribution by RRC 

in the absence of policy interventions. The reference case takes into consideration the 

proposed minimum standards applied in each stage till 2020. The wet grip reference case 

for C1-Winter Tyres is the same as for C1-summer tyres. 

Table 6.1 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C1/winter – reference case) 

Bands A B C D E F Above F  

RRC 
below 

7 7 to 8 8 to 9  9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 
Above 

12   

Base SOA 
2004 0% 0% 0% 1% 5% 18% 76% 100% 

2013 0% 0% 0% 2% 10% 37% 50% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 3% 14% 49% 33% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 0% 4% 21% 74% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 0% 4% 21% 74% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 0% 0% 8% 41% 49%   100% 

2018 0% 0% 0% 10% 55% 33%   100% 

2019 0% 0% 0% 16% 83% 0%   100% 

2020 0% 0% 0% 16% 83% 0%   100% 

Note: The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 10.5kg/t for C1 new tyre types comes into effect in October 2016 

(year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band E are below 10.5kg/t. The Base SOA 2004 is 

based on actual market data on the distribution of RR for all tyres. Numbers may not add up due to 

rounding 

6.1.1 Labelling policy option – RR only  

Table 6.2 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C1/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace) 

Bands A B C D E F Above F  

RRC below 7 7 to 8 8 to 9  9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 
Above 

12   

2013 0% 0% 0% 2% 11% 37% 49% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 3% 15% 49% 32% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 0% 5% 24% 69% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 1% 7% 28% 63% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 0% 2% 14% 44% 38% 0% 100% 

2018 0% 0% 4% 22% 50% 22% 0% 100% 
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2019 0% 1% 9% 33% 55% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 0% 3% 14% 38% 44% 0% 0% 100% 

 

Table 6.3 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C1/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace) 

Bands A B C D E F Above F  

RRC below 7 7 to 8 8 to 9  9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 
Above 

12   

2013 0% 0% 0% 2% 12% 37% 47% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 4% 19% 47% 28% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 1% 9% 32% 56% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 3% 14% 37% 45% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 1% 8% 26% 42% 21% 0% 100% 

2018 1% 4% 17% 35% 33% 8% 0% 100% 

2019 4% 12% 29% 37% 18% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 10% 22% 34% 26% 7% 0% 0% 100% 

 

6.1.2 Labelling policy option – Dual  

Table 6.4 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C1/winter) – Tyre, Dual Labelling (slow pace) 

Bands A B C D E F Above F  

RRC below 7 7 to 8 8 to 9  9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 
Above 

12   

2013 0% 0% 0% 2% 11% 37% 49% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 3% 15% 49% 32% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 0% 5% 24% 69% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 1% 6% 27% 65% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 0% 2% 13% 44% 40% 0% 100% 

2018 0% 0% 3% 20% 51% 24% 0% 100% 

2019 0% 1% 7% 31% 59% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 0% 2% 11% 35% 51% 0% 0% 100% 

 

Table 6.5 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C1/winter) – Tyre, Dual Labelling (fast pace) 

Bands A B C D E F Above F  

RRC below 7 7 to 8 8 to 9  9 to 10 10 to 11 11 to 12 
Above 

12   

2013 0% 0% 0% 2% 11% 37% 49% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 4% 16% 48% 31% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 1% 7% 28% 63% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 2% 10% 33% 53% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 0% 5% 21% 44% 29% 0% 100% 

2018 0% 2% 10% 30% 42% 14% 0% 100% 

2019 1% 5% 19% 39% 35% 0% 0% 100% 
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2020 2% 10% 27% 38% 21% 0% 0% 100% 

6.2 C2 – Summer Tyres 

The reference case for C2 tyres has been created using the ETRMA state of the market 

data for 2004. The reference case takes into consideration the proposed minimum 

standards applied in each stage till 2020. The reference case for Commercial Vehicles is 

shown in Table 6.6 below.  

Table 6.6 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/summer) – Reference Case 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

Base SOA 
2004  0% 5% 18% 36% 41% 100% 

2013  1% 6% 22% 44% 27% 100% 

2014  1% 6% 25% 50% 18% 100% 

2015  1% 8% 30% 60% 0% 100% 

2016  1% 8% 30% 60% 0% 100% 

2017  1% 12% 46% 41% 0% 100% 

2018  1% 14% 56% 27% 0% 100% 

2019  2% 20% 78% 0% 0% 100% 

2020  2% 20% 78% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in October 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are 

below 9kg/t. 

Energy labelling of tyres would help fleet managers of commercial vehicles to calculate the 

net annual fuel cost saving based on the annual mileage. The criteria for selecting tyres for 

commercial vehicles are similar to passenger cars. The major influences on tyre fitment / 

replacement are: 

1. Like-for-like exchange (claimed to provide consistent handling and seen as a “safety” 

choice); 

2. Cost;  

3. Tyre wear – fleet managers consider wear to be an important factor due to higher 

annual mileage and variety of driving conditions. It is common for CV tyres to be 

replaced before 50% of tyre wear life due to damage from kerbs and potholes. A more 

frequent replacement rate would discourage companies to pay a higher price premium 

for LRRTs. The actual market data on replacement rates used in the impact 

assessment would be expected to reflect this level of wear and replacement. 

In the EU, on average, around 50% of commercial fleets outsource their maintenance to 

leasing/ fleet management companies.  Some of these have “exclusive” deals with tyre 

fitting specialists such as Kwik-Fit Fleet / ATS Euromaster.  

Discussion with the association of fleet operators in the UK suggested that most fleets are 

owned by small businesses, (around 80% in the UK). Their demand for tyres would be very 

price sensitive. It was also acknowledged that larger fleets would take into account fuel 

efficiency savings over the tyre lifetime in their purchase decisions. Currently, fleet 

managers do not have access to the RRC values of the tyres they buy. According to the UK 

association of fleet operators, most fleet managers currently do not purchase tyres on the 

basis of their contribution to fuel economy. 
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CVs/LT vehicles can be classified by a number of sub categories (table below). The share 

of tyres in total running costs differs according to these categories: 

  Small / Medium. Vans (car derived) Bigger Vans / Light Trucks 

  1.8 tonne 2.8 - 3.5 tonne 

  Urban Highway Urban Highway 

  
Low 
payload 

High 
payload 

Low 
payload 

High 
payload 

Low 
payload 

High 
payload 

Low 
payload 

High 
payload 

Service & 

maintenance 

£1,300  £1,375  £1,300  £1,325  £1,675  £1,800  £1,700  £1,950  

Tyres £850  £1,020  £765  £1,105  £1,400  £1,680  £1,260  £1,820  

Repairs £1,300  £1,280  £1,310  £845  £2,050  £1,870  £2,040  £1,880  

Fuel (all 

diesel) 

£15,750  £17,200  £11,000  £12,200  £20,000  £22,100  £14,700  £16,450  

Total running 
costs £ 

£19,200  £20,875  £14,375  £15,475  £25,125  £27,450  £19,700  £22,100  

Share of fuel 
% 

82% 82% 77% 79% 80% 81% 75% 74% 

Share of 
tyres % 

4% 5% 5% 7% 6% 6% 6% 8% 

Source: Association of fleet operators in the UK 
Note: This data is considered as approximate and used for estimation purposes only, and is based on 
a number of different sources of cost data. Estimates are based on use of Normal Summer tyres, and 
all diesel, Diesel £1.30 VAT inclusive, Based on a broad mix of vehicle makes, models, detailed 
configurations and engine sizes, "Normal" use patterns within the broad definitions of size and 
descriptions of use, Averaged terms across whole UK, 100% VAT recovery, Mix of dealer / 
independent garage for work 

The above table shows that tyres on average account for 6% of total running and 

maintenance costs compared to 80% for fuel. Interviews with fleet operators pointed out 

that with increasing costs of fuel most managers would first look at improving the service 

and maintenance of their vehicle. Better maintenance (eg. optimum tyre pressure, wheel 

alignment and servicing can significantly improve fuel efficiency. Increasing the efficiency of 

the route management would also reduce fuel costs). It is difficult to accurately predict the 

impact of labelling on demand for C2 tyres. However, the table above shows that tyres are 

a very small proportion of total running costs and labelling could influence the replacement 

market. Increase in tyre costs due to LRRTs would still be a small proportion of total 

running costs but could provide substantial savings in fuel costs.  

The labelling pace of change is assumed to be the same as passenger cars and the market 

distribution for C2-summer tyres is shown in Table 6.7 and 6.8 below. This is likely however 

to be a conservative assumption since fleet managers are professionals and will have 

therefore the know-how as well as stronger incentives to reduce fuel expenditure in their 

total running costs.  

Table 6.7 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/summer) – Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace) 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

2013 0% 1% 6% 23% 44% 26% 100% 
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2014 0% 1% 7% 26% 49% 17% 100% 

2015 0% 1% 9% 32% 56% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 2% 11% 34% 52% 0% 100% 

2017 1% 9% 34% 24% 31% 0% 100% 

2018 2% 14% 38% 27% 18% 0% 100% 

2019 5% 22% 39% 33% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 8% 25% 38% 26% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are below 

9kg/t. 

Table 6.8 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/summer) – Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace) 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

2013 0% 1% 6% 23% 43% 25% 100% 

2014 0% 2% 9% 28% 45% 15% 100% 

2015 0% 3% 14% 36% 45% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 6% 19% 38% 36% 0% 100% 

2017 4% 19% 34% 25% 17% 0% 100% 

2018 12% 27% 32% 21% 7% 0% 100% 

2019 27% 32% 22% 19% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 48% 23% 20% 9% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are below 

9kg/t. 

6.3 C2 – Winter Tyres 

Table 6.9 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/winter) – Reference Case 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

Base SOA 
2004   0% 4% 16% 80% 100% 

2013   0% 9% 37% 53% 100% 

2014   0% 13% 51% 35% 100% 

2015   0% 20% 79% 0% 100% 

2016   0% 20% 79% 0% 100% 

2017   0% 46% 53% 0% 100% 

2018   0% 63% 35% 0% 100% 

2019   0% 99% 0% 0% 100% 

2020   0% 99% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are below 

9kg/t. 
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Table 6.10 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace) 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

2013 0% 0% 0% 9% 37% 52% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 0% 14% 51% 34% 100% 

2015 0% 0% 2% 24% 73% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 0% 3% 27% 68% 0% 100% 

2017 0% 5% 32% 21% 41% 0% 100% 

2018 1% 10% 38% 26% 24% 0% 100% 

2019 3% 19% 42% 35% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 6% 23% 41% 28% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are below 

9kg/t. 

Table 6.11 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C2/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace) 

Bands         

RRC 
5.5 to 
6.5 

6.5 to 
7.5 

7.5 to 
8.5 

8.5 to 
9.5 

9.5 to 
10.5 

above 
10.5   

2013 0% 0% 0% 11% 38% 50% 100% 

2014 0% 0% 2% 18% 49% 30% 100% 

2015 0% 1% 6% 32% 60% 0% 100% 

2016 0% 2% 11% 38% 48% 0% 100% 

2017 2% 15% 33% 27% 22% 0% 100% 

2018 8% 24% 33% 24% 9% 0% 100% 

2019 24% 32% 18% 26% 0% 0% 100% 

2020 43% 24% 23% 11% 0% 0% 100% 

Note: Numbers may not add up due to rounding. The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 9kg/t for C2 new tyre types 

comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), we thus assume that all tyres in band 8.5 to 9.5 are below 

9kg/t. 

 

6.4 C3 – Summer Tyres 

The reference case for C3 tyres has been created using the ETRMA state of the market 

data for 2004. The reference case takes into consideration the proposed minimum 

standards applied in each stage till 2020.The reference case for C3 – summer tyres for 

trucks and buses is given in Table 6.12 below.  
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Table 6.12 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/summer) – Reference Case 

RRC kg/t Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

Base SOA 
2004 2% 11% 28% 34% 19% 6% 100% 

2013 2% 11% 29% 35% 20% 4% 100% 

2014 2% 11% 29% 35% 20% 2% 100% 

2015 2% 11% 29% 36% 20% 2% 100% 

2016 2% 11% 29% 36% 20% 1% 100% 

2017 3% 17% 43% 24% 14% 0% 100% 

2018 3% 20% 51% 16% 9%   100% 

2019 4% 22% 57% 11% 6%   100% 

2020 4% 24% 61% 7% 4%   100% 

Note: The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 6.5kg/t for C3 new tyre types comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017),  

existing tyre types will have to be below 6.5 only by Oct. 2020 

Energy labelling of tyres would allow fleet managers for trucks and buses (TBs) to calculate 

the net annual fuel cost saving based on the annual mileage. Reductions in RR have the 

largest impact on fuel saving for TBs compared to other vehicles, as discussed in Annex 5.  

The criterion for selecting tyres for TBs is very different to passenger cars. The main 

running costs for a heavy goods vehicle fleet is first the driver, then fuel and lastly tyres. 

Tyres can account for 20 to 25% of the total maintenance and running costs
32

. The main 

criterion for selecting tyres for HGVs is the trade-off between „Life cycle costs (km 

driven/price of tyre) versus millimetre of tyre tread wear‟. In other words, fleet managers 

prefer tyres which provide greater mileage for a given level of tread wear taking into 

account the tyre cost.  

As with CVs, fleet managers for TBs also outsource their maintenance to leasing / fleet 

management companies.  Fleet companies have contracts with tyre suppliers or with tyre 

manufacturers which limits their ability to compare tyres from other brands. The supply 

chain for C3 tyres is different from C1/C2 tyres. The information on mileage, retreading 

capability, and rolling resistance is already provided to C3 tyre customers on an individual 

company basis, although exact RRC values are not provided and comparisons between 

brands are difficult to make.  

It is thus difficult to estimate the labelling pace of change as on the one hand LRRTs for 

TBs have the greatest potential to reduce fuel costs and CO2 emissions but on the other 

the importance of tyre wear and use of retreaded tyres means that its effectiveness could 

be limited, although there is no evidence that shows that LRRTs for trucks and buses have 

reduced wear performance or vice versa.  

A report by Faber Maunsell (2008) on „Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Heavy-

Duty Vehicles‟ stated that there has been a gradual reduction in rolling resistance over the 

years and that the development and use of LRRT needs to be encouraged and accelerated 

if they are to make a significant contribution to the CO2 reduction strategy. This could be 

achieved by a combination of mandatory requirements and consumer information (i.e. tyre 

labelling). The report also acknowledges that there is no logical reason why a labelling 

scheme as proposed by the EC for passenger cars should not also encompass HDV tyres. 

In the absence of any more detailed data to the contrary we have assumed the same pace 

of change for the RR only labelling option for C3-tyres as for C1 tyres as the basis of 

calculating the potential range in market transformation. As for C2 tyres, this is likely to be a 

                                                      
32
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conservative assumption, since costs per km is one of the main factors fleet manager would 

want to optimize with recent fuel price increase. In reality, market transformation is likely to 

be faster in the C3-tyre market.  

Table 6.13 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/summer) – Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace) 

RRC kg/t  Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

2013 2% 11% 29% 35% 20% 4% 100% 

2014 2% 12% 29% 35% 20% 2% 100% 

2015 2% 13% 30% 35% 19% 2% 100% 

2016 3% 14% 30% 34% 18% 1% 100% 

2017 4% 19% 41% 23% 12% 0% 100% 

2018 8% 25% 45% 15% 7% 0% 100% 

2019 9% 27% 49% 10% 5% 0% 100% 

2020 13% 32% 45% 6% 3% 0% 100% 

Note: The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 6.5kg/t for C3 new tyre types comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017), 

we thus assume that the new product line tyres in band 6 to 7 are below 6.5kg/t. 

 

Table 6.14 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/summer) – Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace) 

RRC kg/t  Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

2013 2% 12% 29% 34% 19% 4% 100% 

2014 3% 13% 30% 34% 18% 2% 100% 

2015 5% 16% 30% 32% 16% 1% 100% 

2016 8% 19% 31% 29% 13% 1% 100% 

2017 10% 23% 38% 19% 9% 0% 100% 

2018 19% 31% 34% 11% 4% 0% 100% 

2019 20% 33% 36% 7% 3% 0% 100% 

2020 38% 36% 21% 3% 1% 0% 100% 

 

6.5 C3 – Winter Tyres 

Table 6.15 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/winter) – reference case 

RRC kg/t  Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

Base SOA 
2004/2008 0% 1% 10% 29% 36% 23% 100% 

2013 0% 2% 11% 32% 40% 15% 100% 

2014 0% 2% 11% 34% 42% 10% 100% 

2015 0% 2% 12% 35% 44% 7% 100% 

2016 0% 2% 12% 36% 45% 4% 100% 

2017 0% 2% 16% 48% 32% 0% 100% 

2018 0% 3% 19% 56% 22% 0% 100% 

2019 0% 3% 21% 61% 14% 0% 100% 

2020 0% 3% 22% 65% 10% 0% 100% 
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Note: The 2
nd

 stage min. std. of 6.5kg/t for C3 new tyre types comes into effect in 2016 (year 2017),  

only new tyre type will have to comply with the 6.5 kg/t limit, all tyres will have to be below 6.5 only by 

Oct. 2020 

Table 6.16 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (slow pace) 

RRC kg/t  Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

2013 0% 2% 11% 32% 40% 15% 100% 

2014 0% 2% 12% 34% 41% 10% 100% 

2015 0% 3% 14% 36% 41% 6% 100% 

2016 0% 4% 16% 37% 39% 4% 100% 

2017 0% 6% 23% 45% 25% 0% 100% 

2018 1% 9% 28% 46% 15% 0% 100% 

2019 3% 13% 33% 43% 8% 0% 100% 

2020 6% 17% 36% 36% 4% 0% 100% 

 

Table 6.17 Market Distribution of Replacement Tyres Sold in the EU p.a. by RRC 

(C3/winter) – Tyre Labelling RR only (fast pace) 

RRC kg/t  Below 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to7 7 to 8 Above 8   

2013 0% 2% 12% 32% 39% 15% 100% 

2014 0% 4% 15% 35% 38% 9% 100% 

2015 0% 6% 18% 36% 34% 5% 100% 

2016 0% 10% 22% 37% 28% 3% 100% 

2017 3% 16% 31% 36% 14% 0% 100% 

2018 10% 23% 35% 26% 6% 0% 100% 

2019 22% 29% 31% 15% 2% 0% 100% 

2020 40% 31% 22% 7% 0% 0% 100% 
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7 ANNEX 7: STANDARDS AND PRECISION OF TESTING METHODS 

This Annex provides a review of the current approach and quality of tyre performance 

testing 

7.1 Proposal for a Regulation on General Safety of Motor Vehicles  

In COM(2008)316 (23/5/2008) a proposal is made for a Regulation concerning Type 

Approval for the general safety of motor vehicles. The objective of the proposal is to lay 

down harmonised rules on the construction of motor vehicles with a view to ensuring the 

functioning of the internal market while at the same time providing for a high level of safety 

and environmental protection. The proposal also aims at enhancing the environmental 

performance of vehicles by reducing the amount of road noise and vehicle CO2 emissions 

from tyres. Finally, the proposal contributes to the competitiveness of the automotive 

industry by simplifying the existing vehicle safety type-approval legislation, improving 

transparency and easing administrative burden.  

Regarding tyres the following requirements were set out in the proposal;  

- All C1 tyres shall meet the wet grip requirements. 

- All tyres shall meet the rolling resistance requirements. 

- All tyres shall meet the rolling noise requirements. 

- Mandatory fitting of TPMS on passenger cars  

7.2 Overview of Current Standards and Testing Methods for Tyre Performance 

The overview is provided in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 Current standards and testing methods in EU 

 RR Wet grip Noise 

Current 

standard 

n.a. ECE R117 

limiting values according to 

the ECE R117: 110 = 

Normal use highway tyres, 

100 = Threshold for M+S 

>160 km/h and M+S≤ 160 

km/h 

+ US UTQG traction rating 

ECE R117 and Directive 

2001/43/EC 

Minimum standards per 

class in dB(A) depending 

on section width and 

category of use 

Current 

testing 

method 

Test drum; Force, 

torque, power or 

deceleration method 

to determine RR 

Force and RRC from 

load and force 

1) BPN: British Pendulum 

Number 

2) SRTT: Tyre mounted on 

a rim attached to a vehicle 

or trailer 

Rolling sound emission 

Coast by of a vehicle on 

defined test surface 

 

Main factors 

affecting 

accuracy of 

the testing 

method 

Drum surface, 

temperature, 

accuracy of 

equipment, 

requirements for 

conditions equipment, 

quality system etc. 

Surface definition 

Test conditions 

Tolerances on the 

definition of the ISO test 

surface 
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Unit of 

measurement 

Rolling resistance 

coefficient 

dimensionless 

 

Wet grip Index (G) 

Relative performance 

compared to standard 

reference test tyre on  

- the peak braking force 

(pbfc) index and  

- the mean fully developed 

deceleration (mfdd) index 

dB(A) 

ISO 

standards 

ISO 18164: 2005 

Passenger car, truck, 

bus and motorcycle 

tyres  

Soon: ISO 28580 

same scope as 

preceding ISO except 

motorcycle tyres 

ISO 23671: 2006  

Passenger car tyres -- 

loaded new tyres 

ISO 13325:2003 

Coast-by methods for 

measurement of tyre-to-

road sound emission 

ISO working 

group 

ISO TC31/WG6    

Main EC 

directive 

n.a.  2001/43/EC 

Main ECE 

regulation 

 ECE R117 ECE R117 

Critique of 

existing 

standards 

n.a. SRTT standard low 

compared to big 5  

not demanding, especially 

for C1 tyres 

clear improvement can be 

achieved 

Critique of 

existing 

testing 

methods 

Reproducibility and 

repeatability 

(intra and inter  lab 

correlation) 

Too many methods 

Drum surface not 

representative 

Conditioning variation 

allowed  

Different drum sizes; 

correction required 

No drag (relevancy 

questionable) 

Limited proof of safety/grip 

(no dry grip and 

aquaplaning for example) 

Test surface definition  

Limitation to one surface 

Tolerances and definitions: 

(e.g. water depth) 

There is a strong variation 

in results among test 

tracks.  

Lacking of representativity 

is mentioned. But at the 

same time ranking seems 

good.  

Costs of 

testing 

(equipment, 

etc.) 

€800/test
1 

€1000/tyre (1tyre) 

€500/tyre (5-10tyres) 

€250 - 300/test 
(ETRMA) 

€700/test
2 

€2000/test (homologation) 

(wide range) 

€2300/test (grading) (wide 

range) 

The lowest cost figure is 

€1500/test
3
 

http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=45574
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 for a single test, the higher 

costs figures include more 

tests and administrative 

work. 

1 
SenterNovem (NL), TÜV SÜD Automotive, ETRMA. 

2 
SenterNovem (NL), ETRMA 

3
 SenterNovem (NL) 

Note: Treadwear standards do not exist except in the US: US UTQG Tread Wear rating 

7.3 Rolling Resistance 

7.3.1 Description of RR testing method 

ISO 18164: 2005 Passenger car, truck, bus and motorcycle tyres – Methods of measuring 

rolling resistance.  

 dynamometer test with a smooth steel or textured drum 

 several methods to determine absorbed energy (deceleration, toque, power, force) 

 steady-state conditions at fixed speed and load 

 straight ahead 

 optional tests possible to better reflect tyre use 

ISO 28580: Tyre Rolling Resistance measurement method designed to ease international 

cooperation and, possibly, regulation building. ISO 28580 will be an improved testing 

method compared to ISO 18164, aiming at a better repeatability and reproducibility. 

Important details like the amount of tyres for inter-laboratories alignment to be are in the 

process of approval by the participating countries. 

SAE J1269: A recommended practice of Society of Automobiles Engineers (SAE) that 

defines a standardized method for testing tyre rolling resistance under steady-state 

conditions at 80 km/h (50 mph). 

SAE J2452: A recommended practice of SAE that defines a standardized method for 

testing tyre rolling resistance in simulation of a coastdown from 120 to 15 km/h. 

7.3.2 Accuracy and precision of testing for RR 

Currently, only limited information is publicly available on the actual accuracy of the ISO 

28580 procedure. This comprises: the ETRMA / ETRTO‟s statement on the 1,5kg/t 

bandwidth, ETRMA‟s note on the size of the intra lab test variation (ρ=0.043) and an 

ETRTO presentation in 2005 (named Rolling Resistance Reference Measurement Method 

for PC and CV tyres from the IEA workshop in Paris).   

The ETRTO input suggests the following uncertainty range and calculation formula for the 

RR testing procedure.   

1. inter lab variation (μ) – The uncertainty arising from the fact that the RR will be 

measured by several RR machine worldwide, many of them substantially different from 

each other. In other words, the same tyre measured by two different machines will lead 

to different results not because of the tyre itself but because of the many technical 

differences among testing machines; 

2. intra lab test variation (ρ) – The uncertainty coming from the fact that if we repeat N 

measurements of the same tyre on the same machine, over a period of time, we will 

have a group of different results, close to some mean values but not identical. This 

uncertainty is connected with variation in the machine itself over time and during 

several measurements; 

http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=45574
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3. tyre variation / manufacturing variability (φ) - The uncertainty arising from the fact that 

tyres, being a mass industrial product, even if produced under the same identical 

design, are not identically the same due to tolerances in building, rubber mixing, raw 

materials provided by external suppliers and so on.  

The uncertainty is calculated as: 

Uncertainty = μ + 3 ρ + 3 φ; where the multiplicative factor of 3 stems from 3 times the 

standard deviation, which with the assumption that the population is normally distributed, 

would end up in a reliability of 99.7%. 

Considering the ISO 28580 Round Robin test, some representative values are 

μ = 0.2                 

ρ = 0.043; average repeatability standard deviation for RR according to ISO 28580 

independent of the precision of the machine (which can vary between 0.04 and 0.18 

according to preceding round robin tests) is equal to 0.043 for C1 tyres (this is 

because of the number of tests, the less precise the machine, the more tests are 

needed to get to 0.043 average standard deviation) 

φ = 0.05: average manufacturing variability from ETRTO IEA workshop (of a 

controlled sample which has a small variation in RRC).  

Considering the optimal conditions of the sample and the optimisation of the sample size 

this gives a best case uncertainty of the bandwidth of 0.2 + (3 × 0.043) + (3 × 0.05) = 0.48 

kg/t. 

This uncertainty range seem to be confirmed by the ETRTO‟s presentation from 2005, 

which shows a maximum deviation of about 5% which comes down to around 0.50 kg/t for 

a 10 kg/t tyre, for one single, but aligned test. This value was found in a total sample of C1, 

C2 and C3 tyres of 15 different tyre types, each tested in 5 different laboratories, the value 

therefore covering for both inter laboratory variation and test variation.  

An addition of the maximum uncertainties however almost always overestimates the real 

spread resulting from the three uncertainties; only few tyres would end up in the tails of the 

distribution of the combined uncertainties. An overall analysis of the complete chain of 

uncertainties could therefore shed light on this situation, meaning statistics should be 

applied to the overall results of a set of tyres tested in different laboratories. Furthermore, 

as mentioned above the overall accuracy can be greatly increased by taking more samples 

(performing more tests) and additional to that one may consider if a reliability of 99.7 and 

using a factor of 3 is required.  

An example with a lower required reliability of 95 instead of 99.7 and a root sum square 

addition of the errors results in the following: 

Uncertainty = 0.2 + 2 x √(0.043
2
 + 0.05

2
) = 0.33  

Concern manufacturing variability, the tyre to tyre variation was minimized for this 

programme by selecting tyres with a comparable RRC produced within the same day, with 

a maximum variation of 0.12 kg/t and an average at 0.05 kg/t. This means that a certain 

amount of additional tyre to tyre variation still should be included in the uncertainty margin 

to arrive at an overall picture of the uncertainty of the RRC test. The fact that a certain tyre 

to tyre variation exists implies the possibility to make an optimized selection of tyres for the 

RRC test. For the tyre to tyre variation very little information is currently available and the 

actual overall uncertainty margin is not completely clear. It is thus important to get a good 

insight in tyre to tyre variation from different manufacturers to judge implications for the test 

procedure and for a labelling scheme.  

In the most conservative scenario, taking the maximum product variation as a basis (φ = 

0.12), the uncertainty however remains still low.  Uncertainty = 0.2 + 2 x √(0.043
2
 + 0.12

2
) = 

0.45 
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Finally, taking into account the available information the overall uncertainty depends on the 

amount of tests and the actual production variation. Increasing the amount of tests per tyre 

can decrease the uncertainty margin. In addition, increasing the tyre sample of the same 

tyre type, and testing tyres randomly selected from the production line can also further 

decrease the uncertainty margin.  

The following points can be considered as critical for the accuracy of the current RRC 

testing method as described in ISO 18164;   

- The reproducibility of the test, including inter lab correlation. Inter lab alignment can 

rule out all sorts of systematic inter lab variations not taken care of by means of 

corrections or tightening of the procedure. ISO 28580 will introduce a measurement 

machines alignment procedure to solve this issue.  

- The number of methods for the measurement of the friction force. Different 

methods are currently allowed. It is not fully clear, however, if systematic 

differences are introduced and how large they are. If they are substantial, they 

should be minimized by a correction or by allowance of well correlating methods 

only.  

- The drum surface representativity. The VTI (2008) study concluded that the current 

drum surface texture is not representative of real road texture. However, the report 

also stated that the ranking of different tyres in not influenced by the surface.  

- Thermal conditioning. A good procedure is required to condition the tyres at equal 

thermal conditions before a test. 

- The variation in drum size. The drum size influences the RR in the same way RR is 

influenced by the outside diameter of a tyre. A smaller drum causes more 

deformation of a tyre than a large drum. A correction is provided in ISO 18164 and 

the draft ISO 28580. 

- Tyre selection. It could be considered important, if a labelling scheme would be 

considered, to exclude possibilities to test optimised samples so that the tyres 

tested reflect the real world situation on RRC.  

 

7.3.3 Discussion on absolute versus relative grading for RR 

In Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 below data on the relationship between RRC and outside 

diameter (OD) is presented. The size of the relationship between RRC and OD will 

determine the choice between an absolute or relative grading. A relative grading scheme 

would make sense only if there is a proven correlation between rolling resistance coefficient 

(RRC) and other parameters such as OD and/or load index (LI).  
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Figure 7.1 RRC (by outside diameter), Continental (by EC vehicle categories) 

 

 
Figure 7.2 RRC (by OD), Goodyear 

 

A relative grading scheme would have advantages:  

 It would give equal incentives on all tyres dimensions to improve RRC. As the figures 

show that RRC decreases when tyre external diameter or load index increases. An 

absolute grading scheme would make it relatively easier for bigger tyres to have a 

lower RRC grading and less incentive for further improvement. It would also mean a 

relatively higher burden on smaller tyres for improvement in RRC.  

 The absolute fuel and CO2 savings of LRRTs from cars using larger tyres is relatively 

higher. Hence, a relative grading scheme will provide the right incentive for larger 

vehicles to shift to LRRTs.  

 It would guarantee that consumers will find band „A‟ tyres in all tyres dimensions.  

The advantage of an absolute grading scheme is the simplicity of the scheme from the 

legislator point of view. For a consumer there will probably be no difference as they will 

have the choice between tyres in a given dimension (the one necessary to fit on their 

vehicle) with information on ranking (eg. A to G scale). It is likely that information on the 
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actual measured value would not be given on a labelling scheme. In case it is decided to 

display the measured value on a labelling scheme, then there may be confusion in the 

minds of consumers. 

The position of many tyre industry representatives is that there is indeed a correlation for 

C1 and C2 tyres but that it is too weak to justify a relative grading scheme. The R
2 

in 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are very low implying that OD is not the main parameter to explain 

variability of RR. .   

The weak correlation shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 is probably caused by the interference 

of other tyre parameters, test variation and the inclusion of several tyre families in the data 

set. Physical design parameters like tyre compound, tread design, casing etc all influence 

RRC. For example, premium tyres in a given size category generally show a lower RRC. A 

clearer relation would emerge from the dataset if all design parameters could be ruled out. 

Figure 7.3 shows the relation between RRC and OD for a single tyre line with most of other 

design parameters being constant in the model. This indicates a substantially higher 

correlation. 

Figure 7.3 Example of the Relation between RRC and OD of One Tyre Line with Most 

Other Tyre Design Parameters Being Constant  

 A Tyre Line y = -0.012x + 16.088

R2 = 0.7911
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Source: Tyre producer 

In this case R² is much higher than in figures 7.1 and 7.2, which shows that OD becomes 

the main geometrical parameter to explain the RR variability of the different tyre sizes within 

a given tyre line, i.e. with the same design. Since the introduction of a RR grading would be 

intended to give consumers information precisely on the quality of the design parameters 

across tyre families, it could be better to rule out the OD influence by the mean of a relative 

grading scheme.  

In summary, the technical relationship between RRC and outside diameter should be 

considered because when a tyre has a smaller outer diameter than another one built with 

the same rubber compounds, the stresses and strains generated when it is loaded on a flat 

ground are higher, due to the geometric difference in curvature variation. The higher 

curvature variation for tyres with a smaller OD induces a higher level of stored elastic 

energy and, with the same rubber compounds, higher hysteretic energy losses, hence a 

higher tyre Rolling Resistance Coefficient. 
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Even though the graphs 7.1 and 7.2 show a weak correlation between RRC and OD, we 

can conclude that a relation exists. However, a reliable statistical estimate of the correlation 

between RRC and OD can only be calculated once all other attributes influencing RRC 

have been ruled out. Figure 7.3 gives a good insight of the relation between RRC and OD 

when most tyre design parameters are ruled out (within a tyre line, most design parameters 

remain the same across tyre sizes). This outcome would need to be further confirmed by a 

multiple variable regression analyses, using data from all manufacturers. 

It should also be pointed out that the Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are for passenger car tyres only. 

The RRC for truck tyres are generally lower than passenger car tyres due to fundamental 

difference in tyre design and not only due to the difference in OD.  

 

7.4 Wet Grip 

7.4.1 Description of WG testing method 

The WG testing method is described in;   

ISO 23671: 2006 Passenger car tyres -- Method for measuring relative wet grip 

performance using loaded new tyres. 

and in; 

UNECE R117 - Uniform provisions concerning the approval of tyres with regard to rolling 

sound emissions and to adhesion on wet surfaces. 

The methods in the ISO standard and the UN regulation are essentially the same.  

"Adhesion on wet surfaces" means the relative braking performance, on a wet surface, of a 

test vehicle or trailer equipped with the candidate tyre in comparison to that of the same test 

vehicle equipped with a reference tyre (SRTT). The total index is derived from a 

combination of two indices;  

1. the peak braking force (pbfc) index G1 and  

2. the mean fully developed deceleration (mfdd) index G2 

 

The total wet grip index is a multiplication of two indices mentioned above; 

 

G= G1xG2 

 

G1= pbfc candidate / pbfc SRTT  

 

G2 = mfdd candidate / mfdd SRTT 

 

Comments regarding the grip test: 

- not representative for braking on a dry surface 

- not representative for cornering (side forces and grip), only for straight line 

- not representative for aquaplaning 

- the definition of the test surface specified in ASTM E965 allows a wide range of 

asphalt and the surface friction test allows different surface types. 

- the water depth tolerance and definition allows test variations 

 

Not much information is available on the uncertainty and variability of the test method. A 

Round Robin test made in 2001 on test tracks which were not all ISO certified, however, 

shows a Reproducibility standard deviation between 6 to 8% which already takes into 

account the 3% uncertainty due to test repeatability. Since wet grip mostly depend on the 

design of the tread depth which is more or less constant as it is impregnated by moulds, 

there is little variation between tyres wet grip performances at the end of the production 
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line. Variation in product manufacturing can therefore be considered marginal. We know 

therefore with certainty that current standard deviation must be lower than this range (6 to 

8%). The industry is also working on a professional agreement to reduce further the 

uncertainty of the wet grip method.  

7.5 Proposed Standards and Testing Methods in EU by 2012 

The most recent standards are given in the proposal for Regulation concerning type-

approval requirements for the general safety of motor vehicles (COM (2008)316). This 

proposal sets out requirements for Tyres with regard to Wet Grip, Rolling Resistance and 

Rolling Noise and is given below: 

Part A- Wet Grip Requirements (mandatory by 2012/14) 

Class C1 tyres shall meet the following requirements: 

Category of use Wet grip index (G) 

snow tyre with a speed symbol ("Q" or below minus "H") 

indicating a maximum permissible speed not greater 

than 160 km/h  

≥ 0.9 

snow tyre with a speed symbol ("R" and above, plus "H") 

indicating a maximum permissible speed greater 

than 160 km/h 

≥ 1.0 

normal (road type) tyre ≥ 1.1 

 

Part B- Rolling Resistance 

The maximum values for the rolling resistance coefficient for each tyre type, measured in 

accordance with ISO 28580, shall not exceed the following: 

 

 

Note: „New tyre‟ types refer to a new tyre brand or product which enters the market with a 

new design and on a new production line. These tyres will have to comply with the new 

requirement if they want to get the certification in the type approval procedure.   

"Existing tyre types" refer to tyres inside an older type, i.e. an older brand which has already 

been type approved before the entry into force of the new requirements. These tyres will 

also have to comply with the new requirements but after a two year period to allow tyre 

producers to complete their replacement cycle.  

Part C – Rolling Noise 

1. The noise levels determined in accordance with the procedure specified in the 

implementing measures to this Regulation shall not exceed the limits designated in 

points 1.1 or 1.2. The tables in points 1.1 and 1.2 represent the measured values 

corrected for temperature, except in the case of C3 tyres, and instrument tolerance and 

rounded down to the nearest whole value. 

a. Class C1 tyres, with reference to the nominal section width of the tyre that has 

been tested: 
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Tyre class Nominal section width (mm) 
Limit values in 

dB(A) 

C1A ≤ 185 70 

C1B > 185 ≤ 215 71 

C1C > 215 ≤ 245 71 

C1D > 245 ≤ 275 72 

C1E > 275 74 

 

b. Class C2 and C3 tyres, with reference to the category of use of the range of 

tyres: 

Tyre class Nominal section width (mm) 
Limit values in 

dB(A) 

C2 
Normal  72 

 Snow (M+S) 73 

C3 
Normal  73 

Snow (M+S) 75 
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8 ANNEX 8: REVIEW OF EVIDENCE ON ENERGY LABELLING OF 

PRODUCTS 

This Annex summarises the evidence, mainly from the experience of the application of 

energy labelling to domestic appliances, on the potential effectiveness of energy labelling.  

8.1 Relevance of Energy Labelling of Domestic Appliances 

It is clear that tyres are not comparable to domestic appliances. Tyres are a part of a 

vehicle and their efficiency is determined by their performance response to external factors 

(such as vehicle efficiency, load, speed, driving style, road surface, road conditions, driver 

behaviour). The choice is determined by price and expected wear, but very importantly by 

considerations of safety and reliability. As a result, consumer choice is more heavily 

influenced by tyre dealers and retailers, than is the case for domestic appliances. Over ten 

years of experience with energy labelling of domestic appliances has shown that providing 

information on energy savings has led to an increase in uptake. Experience from energy 

labelling of domestic appliances though insightful, should not be considered for direct 

comparison. However, the use of energy labelling with clear signalling of energy savings for 

a consumer product can provide some valuable lessons.  

8.2 Main Findings on Effectiveness of Labelling 

Key lessons include: 

 Labelling schemes were most effective in encouraging switching to higher bands 

when technical progress made these higher band products economically available, 

such as in the case of washing machines and fridges;  

 In general manufacturers and retailers have been willing to comply with the 

labelling schemes but lack of training for retailers and difficulties with the design of 

the labels were quoted as barriers for increasing their effectiveness;  

 The costs of implementing the CO2 labelling scheme on cars and domestic 

appliances have predominantly been borne by manufacturers and retailers;  

 The highest levels of compliance with labelling requirements and the most effective 

labelling programs were in MS with high levels of public awareness of the 

programme; compliance with the labelling requirement is also quoted as one of the 

main factor determining the success of a labelling scheme 

 Coordination of testing facilities across MS would reduce the costs of product 

testing and in turn increase levels of compliance.  

Labelling stages  

Experience with labelling schemes has shown that uptake of higher energy efficient classes 

initially take more time. The impact of a labelling scheme can be explained by 3 main 

stages as shown in Figure 8.1 below. The main factors which affect the stages are also 

described in Figure 8.1. The experience has also shown that the uptake of products in 

higher energy efficient classes takes several years (Figure 8.1) and depends on a number 

of factors including initial levels of awareness, economic incentives and disincentives, and 

levels of manufacturer and retailer participation. The share of higher energy efficient 

classes in each stage thus depends on the level of these factors. For example, member 

states such as Austria and Netherlands in general have a higher share of „A‟ class sales 

due to higher levels of public awareness and consumer preferences (Cool labels, 1998).  
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Figure 8.1 Labelling stages and share of market (A & B class) 

 

The effect of these factors is to delay a greater uptake of products in higher bands usually 

to the 5
th
 and 6

th
 year (Figure 8.2). 

Figure 8.2: Share of Sales in Band A or above 

 

Source: Stockle, GfK (2006) 

Note: Basis: 8 countries West Europe, measured by GfK since 1995. Countries: AT, BE, DE, ES, FR, 

GB, IT and NL 

 

Council Directives 92/75/EC and 1999/94/EC provide the most relevant benchmarks for a 

possible labelling of tyres. Both of these EU-wide directives aimed to shift consumer 

demand towards more environmentally friendly products by categorizing products based on 

the energy they consumed or the CO2 emissions they produced (Table 8.1). 
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Table 8.1: Overview of Relevant EU Directives on Energy Labelling 

Council directive 92/75/EC.  

Energy Consumption Labelling 

Ordinance 

Council directive 1999/94/EC  

CO2 Vehicle  Labelling Ordinance 

Label must be attached to the outside of all 
household appliances for sale, hire, or hire 
purchase.  

Labels must be provided for free by the 
manufacturer  

It must include a coloured background  

 

Label must be attached to, or displayed near, 
the car in a clearly visible manner at the point of 
sale.  

It must include:  

 fuel consumption (in litres per 100 
kilometres)  

 specific emissions of CO2 (in grams per 
kilometre)  

 reference to the fact that a free fuel 
economy guide is available 

 

8.2.1 Ability of labelling to shift market towards more energy efficient products 

 

Labelling schemes have proven to be highly effective tools to shift markets towards more 

efficient and environmentally friendly products, particularly in Canada, Switzerland and the 

United States
33,34

. 

The change in consumer buying preferences for LRRTs would depend on two main 

motivations: 

 To save money (function of fuel prices) 

 To act for the environment Experience with existing labelling schemes can provide 

some idea on the uptake of products. A survey of first three years of the European 

Energy label classified 11 EU countries into three main groups in terms of importance 

of energy in choosing an appliance: 

1.  Very important - Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands and Sweden 

2.  Fairly important - Portugal and Finland 

3.  Not important - France, Greece, Ireland, Spain and the UK 

The survey looked at the relationship between energy use and electricity prices and found no 

relationship between the two factors (Figure 8.3). Within each group, there are countries with 

a range of electricity prices, from among the highest in Europe to among the lowest. It is 

certainly not the case that consumers in countries with high electricity prices were more likely 

to mention energy use as a factor in choosing appliances. The differences in the significance 

consumers in different countries place on the energy use of appliances when making 

purchases are not explained by variations in local electricity prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
33

 Energy labels and Standards, 2000, IEA, pp. 87-90 

34
 COOL APPLIANCES Policy Strategies for Energy Efficient Homes, 2003, IEA. 
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Figure 8.3 Importance of energy use for respondents in relation to average electricity 

prices 

 

Source: Cool labels (1998) 

The importance of energy use as a selection criterion was also compared with environmental 

attitude of the consumers. Two measures of this can be tracked from the survey. Firstly, 

people spontaneously mentioning environmental factors as a criterion in choosing an 

appliance were recorded (separately from those mentioning energy use). Secondly, those 

who said (prompted or unprompted) that energy had been a factor in their choice were probed 

as to the main reason: was it to save money, for environmental reasons, or both? In Austria 

and Denmark 57% and 59% respectively of respondents cited both whereas in Portugal and 

Spain 49% and 65% of respondents cited saving money as an important factor.  

Table 8.2 Reasons given for rating energy use as an important factor (%) 

 

Consumers in the four countries (DK, AU, NL, SW) where energy use is important in choosing 

an appliance are more likely to mention environmental factors spontaneously as a purchase 

criterion, and are relatively less likely to say that energy efficiency was only important as a 

means of saving money. At the other end of the spectrum, in Greece, France and Spain, 

environmental factors were rarely mentioned as an aspect of appliance choice, while 

respondents in France, Spain and Ireland were particularly likely to attribute their interest in 

energy use only to money saving. 

The ADAC (2005) report undertook an assessment of the CO2 labelling scheme for cars in 

five member states and found that labelling had an influence on the reduction of CO2 

emissions. While the studies revealed that CO2 emissions have declined since the label was 

introduced, it was not possible to separate out the effect of the label from the broader impact 

of the reductions in emissions resulting from the parallel voluntary agreements.  

The ADAC study also concluded that fuel consumption ranked first, when taking the 

“environmental friendliness” and the “running cost” into account separately. Fuel consumption 

is the most important factor in terms of “environmental friendliness” of a passenger car. Low 

CO2 emissions are less important. This shows that most consumers do not make the link 
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between fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of passenger cars and their environmental 

impact.  

The first ten years of the energy labelling of domestic appliances showed that the energy 

class A took nearly 5 years to account for 20% of overall sales. Together class A and B 

accounted for over 50% of sales in year 5 (2000). In 2002, A+ products started entering the 

market in Western Europe
35

. By 2005, A+ and A class accounted for over 70% of the market 

(Figure 8.4). Figure 8.4 also shows that the price of A+/A class declines overtime.  

Figure 8.4 Market for cool appliances (8 Western EU countries) 

 

Source: Stockle, GfK (2006) 

Specifically, after the introduction of Council Directive 92/75/EC, the proportion of band A and 

B appliances sold in the EU increased from less than 10% prior to 1992 to 50% in 1999
36

.  

The take up of higher energy efficient appliances has been greater in the EU-15 (Figure 8.5) 

than in the Centre-East European Member States (Figure 8.5). 
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 Basis: 8 countries West Europe, measured by GfK since 1995. Countries: AT, BE, DE, ES, FR, GB, IT, NL 

36
 COOL APPLIANCES Policy Strategies for Energy Efficient Homes, 2003, IEA. 
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Figure 8.5 Energy rating of household appliance - percentage of sales – EU 15, 2004-05 

 

The share of A+ and A was lower in Centre-East European countries (Figure 8.6) in 2004. 

The share of band A+ and A freezer sales in western Europe was 47% compared to 14% for 

centre-east Europe in 2004.  

Figure 8.6 Share of sales in Western Europe and Centre-East European countries (%) 
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Source: GfK (2005) Overview of sales and trends for main appliances 

Note: 8 Country East: PL, CZ, SK, BG, SI, RO, HU, HR 

10 Country West: AT, BE, DE, ES, FR, GB, IT, NL, PT, SE 

 

8.3 Factors Affecting the Implementation of a Labelling Scheme 

The assessment studies undertaken for the labelling schemes found that, while there was a 

high level of compliance among manufacturers providing the labelling material, the material 

was not always adequately available to consumers
37

.  

 

 

                                                      
37

 GfK Evaluating the Implementation of the Energy Consumption Labelling Ordinance, 2001,  
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Willingness to comply 

The costs of implementing the domestic appliance labelling directive have generally been 

low for governments and energy authorities. The level of support and enforcement of the 

program has varied between MS, as has its influence on energy consumption.    

The costs of implementing the CO2 labelling scheme on cars have been borne by 

manufacturers (same for domestic appliance labelling). The majority of these costs are 

passed on to consumers.   

Technical progress 

It was also shown
38

 that where technical progress has allowed for the development of 

economies of scale in the production of higher band appliances, the market shares of those 

products have increased at a greater rate than other labelled products.  In the case of 

washing machines, refrigerators and freezers, technological progress allowed the 

improvement in design and increase in production at an acceptable cost. For example, 

today a typical refrigerator consumes 40% less energy, on average, than an equivalent 

model sold ten years ago. This progress did not occur for dryers, and the cost of band A 

appliances has proved prohibitive. This is reflected in the share of energy appliances by 

classes in Germany (Figure 8.7) where dryers had no sales in Class A.  
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 GFK and Fraunhofer ISI, 2001, Evaluating the Implementation of the Energy Consumption Labelling Ordinance: 
http://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/e/publikation/EnVKV/EnVKV-kurz-en.pdf  

http://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/e/publikation/EnVKV/EnVKV-kurz-en.pdf
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Figure 8.7 Development of the share of energy efficiency classes in total sales of 

large electrical household appliances in Germany 1995 to 2000 

 

Source: GFK and Fraunhofer ISI, 2001 

 

Lack of capacity to comply 

Finally, problems inherent in the practical implementation of the directive have a direct 

effect on compliance. The generally high costs of testing for appliances, lack of coordination 

between MS and other technical problems, have affected the levels of compliance.   

The effectiveness of implementation for both the energy efficiency and CO2 labelling 

schemes, was strongly influenced by the level of training for retailers and by use of public 

awareness raising campaigns. Promotion and awareness-raising campaigns included 

energy utilities publishing information brochures, indicating the significance of the labels, 

and the provision of equipment free of charge to measure consumption.  However, the 

literature noted low coordination or information sharing between and within MS that would 

allow an efficient and EU-wide unified promotion of the labelling scheme. 
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8.4 Distribution of Labelled Products 

Impact on manufacturers  

Studies on energy efficient and CO2 emission labelling schemes rated the degree of 

compliance from manufacturers as being high. It was seen as a good way of advertising a 

product, because it was a credible and simplified way of communicating the environmental 

quality of the product.
39

 

Impact on retailers 

The type of retailing structure has been found to have a strong influence on the level of 

compliance to labelling schemes. The behaviour of retailers as regards labelling can be 

divided into the following categories: 

 Retailer understands the labelling to be a marketing aid and takes the labelling 

obligation seriously;  

 Retailer accepts and uses the labelling but is not adequately informed and requires 

support and help with its implementation; 

 Retailer generally rejects the labelling as not necessary or a nuisance. 

However, retailer participation towards a labelling scheme increases over time as it 

becomes an important marketing tool.  

8.5 Impact on Consumers 

Studies have found conflicting evidence on the extent to which labelling on environmental 

criteria affects consumer behaviour
40

. The influence of labelling on consumer choice 

depends in part on the homogeneity of the product. When it is quite high (e.g. refrigerators) 

labelling is more useful, whereas for products with extra features the label becomes less 

efficient
41

. More generally, consumer behaviour was classified by Environics International 

as follows: 

Type Features 1999 % 2000 %  

Green 

Consumers  

 Highly willing to pay for environmental attributes  

 Demographically they have high levels of education and 

income  

 Are car owners  

27 33 

Green 

Activist  

 Low willingness to pay for green products  

 They express their green concerns through their lifestyle 

rather than “voting with their dollars” 

 Are car owners 

10 11 

Latent 

Greens  

 Have significant environmental concerns but are 

focussed very locally  

 Not yet car owners  

40 34 

Inactives   Lowest level of environmental concern  

 Demographically are over 65 and or with lower levels of 

23 22 

                                                      
39

 The European energy label: an energy efficiency success story with an impact beyond EU borders- UNDP – 

2007 

40
 Experts Workshop on Information and Consumer Decision-Making for Sustainable Consumption, 2001, OECD. 

41
 Impact assessment study on a possible extension, tightening or simplification of the framework directive 92/75 

EEC on energy labelling of household appliances, 2008, Europe Economics. 
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income  

 Around half of the people in this segment do not drive 

Source: Environics International, International Environmental Monitor, 2000. 

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/46/19/1895757.pdf  

 

The possible link of „green‟ interests with higher levels of income / car ownership suggests 

that choice of tyres may depend on energy labelling for this group of consumers. 

Selling to consumers 

Customer satisfaction has also risen in most cases with the introduction of labelling. It has 

facilitated direct comparisons of products by providing uniform information about the 

aspects of competing products e.g. relative and absolute energy efficiency. In addition, the 

advice consumers receive from retailers has become more objective in recent times
42

. 

8.6 Examples of Energy Labelling  

 

For household appliances 

 

 

 

                                                      
42

 Effectiveness of CO2 labelling of cars relating to availability of consumer information, Council Directive 

1999/94/EC 

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/46/19/1895757.pdf
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European Federation for Transport and Environment (T&E) proposal 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.transportenvironment.org/
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ETRMA Proposal  
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